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My Bar Access launch means enhanced
member-to-member interaction

The Massachusetts Bar Association
last month launched My Bar Access, an
online community exclusive the MBA
member that replaces the Section/Division portion of the MBA website. The

PRESIDENT’S VIEW
Robert L. Holloway Jr.

Thoughts
regarding the
holidays and the
new year
As I write this column in December
in the midst of the holiday season, my
thoughts turn to family, friends, colleagues and the imminent new year.
Running and playing piano also have a
prominent role.
My 30-something-year-old daughter
Kate enthusiastically re-engaged in recreational and fitness running and signed
me up for the Festivus 5K in Salem,
held on Dec. 9. Kate and I traversed
the lovely waterside course, and she
beat me handily, of course, as I plodded
along at a slightly under 12-minute mile
pace. You can look up my time online if
you wish.
More than 450 folks of all ages, sizes and shapes took part on a beautiful
Sunday morning: young couples with
small children in carriages; a large rugby player (notable for his rugby jersey,
as costumes were encouraged); serious
runners (the winner ran the course in
just over 16 minutes); and a 74-year-old
gentleman (the only person in the race
older than yours truly).
In honor of Festivus, that delightful holiday immortalized on “Seinfeld,”
the race was a fundraiser for autism research. Having a severely autistic niece,
as well as brothers and brothers-in-law
who send me Festivus cards every year,
the race resonated with me. MBA Past
President Edward W. McIntyre, a very
good runner, will attest to the fact that
group running is both terrific ex2

growing number of members who have
taken simple steps to set up profiles and
use the online community have shared
positive feedback.
“So far I am really liking this update!
I am a new attorney so I did not spend
too much time on the older version of
the website, but I am finding this much
more interactive and easier to navigate!
Well done,” posted MBA Young Lawyers Division member Helen Partlow,

who recently joined the MBA.
Discussions (also known as listservs) and blogs are the most popular
features being used by Partlow and other members who have begun conversations with MBA peers through My Bar
Access. Members can also benefit from
using resource libraries and announcements to share information.
My Bar Access profiles can be setup by pulling in work experience and

biographical information from LinkedIn profiles, which helps to quicken the
process.
The following simple steps can instantly connect users with fellow members at http://access.massbar.org:
1. Login and agree to terms: Sign
in using your MBA user name and
password and sign the Code of Conduct.
2. Create your profile and set2

Just the judge for the job
Sullivan presides over state’s first Vet Treatment Court
By Tricia m. Oliver

It was a particularly poignant session
of Norfolk County Veteran’s Treatment
Court on Tuesday, November 13 for the
defendants appearing in front of the Hon.
Mary Hogan Sullivan at Dedham District
Court. Just two days following the observance of Veterans Day, these men were
there as part of their weekly mandated appearances, but also received recognition
for their service, thanks to Sullivan.
Following each of their court-mandated appearances on this particular Tuesday
session, Sullivan asked the defendants to
come up and shake her hand so she could
personally thank them for their service.
The session team — consisting of defense
attorneys, treatment professionals, social
workers, probation officials and Veterans
Affairs staff, among others — followed
suit with handshakes and applause. At
least one defendant was moved to tears by
this meaningful gesture.
Sullivan presides over the first court
of its kind in Massachusetts — a program
that provides a supportive, yet stringent
program for veteran defendants. The
post-disposition court is based on the drug
court model aimed at specialized treatment services in an attempt to prevent the
defendants from a repeat encounter with
the Massachusetts Criminal Justice System.
Massachusetts is one of a growing
number of states to enlist this Veteran’s
Treatment Court model. The first specialized Veteran’s Treatment Court began operation in January 2008 in Buffalo, New
York. In less than five years, 120 Veteran’s Treatment Courts are operating in
35 states, according to justiceforvets.org.
And, more than 100 additional programs
are in the planning process.
“It takes a judge like the Honorable

The Hon. Mary Hogan Sullivan
Mary Sullivan to get this off the ground,”
said Massachusetts Bar Association Vice
President Robert W. Harnais, who practices criminal defense in Quincy.
Defendants appearing in Veteran’s
Treatment Court range in age and crimes,
but, as a result of their military service, all
have mental illness (Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder, Traumatic Brain Injury, and
others) and/or substance abuse issues that
require treatment. All of the current defendants are men. Prior to the creation of
the Veteran’s Treatment Court in March,
these men would have been left to conventional processes of the Massachusetts
Criminal Justice System. Thanks to Sullivan’s efforts, this value-added program
affords them the opportunity to receive
mental health, drug abuse and other critical treatment services while they serve
probation.
The judge begins the court session
by asking the defendant how he has progressed since his last weekly, mandated
appearance. She carefully listens to his
response, and then easily and casually in-

Photo by jeff thiebauth

serts follow-up questions and references
from information gained from the preceding meeting with the session team. The
intended result of each dialogue with the
defendant is making sure that he stays on
track with court-mandated treatment requirements while on probation.
“The legal community is very fortunate to have a judge like Mary Sullivan
who goes well beyond what is expected
of a public servant. Her compassion and
expertise is inspiring,” said Martin W.
Healy, chief legal counsel and chief operating officer of the Massachusetts Bar
Association.
A jurist with more than a decade of
district court experience, including work
in drug court sessions, Sullivan swiftly
blends her approaches as both a stern
judge and a compassionate counselor. The
veterans seem to respond well.
She is quick to strike a connection
with the various defendants, whether it is
an individual whom she has seen weekly
over the last several months or someone
new to the Veteran’s Treatment
8
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ercise and a great way to socialize. Running the race with my
daughter was icing on the cake.
Those of you familiar with Festivus know that part of
the “holiday” is the airing of grievances. Truth be told, I am
without material grievances. I certainly have petty ones, most
unworthy of mention, except I note that the Festivus 5K was
misnamed because Festivus is not on Dec. 9. Festivus occurs
on Dec. 23. Thus, I believe the race should have been called
the “Pre-Festivus 5K.”
Switching from a fitness focus to a musical one, I have
been honored to play piano at several holiday functions this
year: the Essex Bar/Lynn Bar holiday party; a North Shore
Elder Services reception/open house; and the “Old and Bold”
party for baby boomer gays and lesbians. The unabashed camaraderie, diversity and strong sense of community at these
events have reinforced my optimism for the future.
At the end of the year, we lawyers in private practice take
stock of where we are and where we are heading, including
the mundane but very important closing of firm books for the
year, frequently tied to the same process many of our business clients go through. It is a hectic time for all of us in

the profession. Add to that the various holiday events, family
commitments and related matters, and some might term this
time of year as little more than controlled chaos. Nevertheless, I find this time of year to be invigorating.
I am quite sure we all will face many challenges in the
new year. Our individual and collective test will be the manner in which we face these challenges. As I continue to say
and firmly believe, we all are in this together. We need to
recognize and take advantage of that truism. While we do not
have to agree on everything, we do have to focus on identifying and addressing core problems. Like law school education,
which pays close attention to the proper identification of issues, our profession has to pay close attention to the same
thing. Only by doing so will we be able to make meaningful
progress toward improving what is already a wonderful profession.
I am grateful for the support and encouragement I have
received from you as I have met with many of you throughout
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
I look forward to working with all of you during the
new year. ■

MBA seeks nominations for
2013-14 officer, delegate positions
Submit nominations to MBA by Friday, Feb. 22
The Massachusetts Bar Association is currently accepting nominations for officer and delegate positions
for the 2013-14 membership year. Nominees must submit a letter of intent and a current resume to MBA Secretary Martha Rush O’Mara by 5 p.m. on Friday, Feb.
22, 2013 to be eligible.
To submit a nomination, mail or hand deliver the information to:
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Readers are invited to express their opinions as letters to
the editor and op-ed commentaries. All submissions are
subject to editing for length and content. Submit letters and
commentaries to: Editor, Lawyers Journal, at the address
given above or via e-mail to lawjournal@massbar.org,
or fax to (617) 542-7947.

my bar access
Continued from page 1
tings: Include your bio and photo and customize the frequency and format of your notifications (your profile info from
LinkedIn may be pulled over).
3. Start connecting: Post blogs, discussions (listservs)
or upload a resource library entry for your section(s).
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president’s View
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E-mail address: lawjournal@massbar.org.

A publication of the Massachusetts Bar Association

Bar Access” and “How to Use My Bar Access,” which are
posted in the Resource Center and in various areas throughout the site, can help users with questions. Following a review of those resources, members who need further help
should contact the My Bar Access Help Desk by emailing
mybaraccess@massbar.org. ■
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VIEW POINT

A personal reflection of the impact of the
late Justice Smith
By Lynn S. Muster

Authors often advise, “Just start
writing. The organization will come
later.” But where does one begin
writing about a giant in the legal
community?
I clerked for Justice Kent B. Smith
at the Massachusetts Appeals Court
from 2000 to 2003. During my fourth
year, he helped me get promoted to
my current position at the court. After that, even though I did not work
for him exclusively, he remained a
mentor and a colleague to me until
the day he passed away.
To describe how the late Judge
Smith was a mentor is a little like
trying to write about how he breathed
— it just was part of who he was. He
always was teaching, always gently
instructing, I think he mentored everyone at the court in one way or another.
Let me elaborate. I often sought
out Judge Smith to discuss professional issues and ask for advice.
Aside from providing such advise, he
taught by example. I admired the way

The Late Justice Kent B. Smith
he handled the attorneys at appellate
arguments, listening to them, challenging those that needed it, and, often, rolling his chair back to the book
stacks behind the bench to confirm

the holding of a cited case. Judge
Smith would not belittle attorneys
who came to the Appeals Court zealously advocating for their clients, no
matter how strained or excessive the
arguments were. He often was one of
the smartest people in the courtroom,
though he was far too polite to act as
if he was. His guidance limitless, he
also lectured extensively at judges’
conferences, updating the trial judges
on the appellate case law of criminal
practice and procedure.
Before his appointment to the Appeals Court, Judge Smith served on
the Superior Court bench. He did not
speak with me frequently of those
years, but others have shared with me
that he was a kind and compassionate judge who had an innate ability
to defuse tense situations with his
good nature and respectful humor.
Lawyers tell me now that, even in
sentencing, Judge Smith could spot
those who merited leniency — and
most of those went on to lead lawabiding lives after completing their
sentences. The anecdotes are decades
old, but they still describe the same
Judge Smith that I knew.

Over the years since I began at the
Appeals Court, lawyers who practice criminal appeals have said that
they loved appearing before Judge
Smith because, in their words, “He
gets it.” To a judge, there is no better compliment and it suited Judge
Smith. I would reply, “Of course he
does,” because, of course, he did.
He was Judge Smith. He wrote the
book. Literally. His Criminal Practice and Procedure volumes of the
Massachusetts Practice Series, are,
and will continue to be, required
reading for criminal lawyers and a
bench book for judges.
Judge Smith still will be a mentor to me, even now that he is only
here in spirit. His passing is not an
ending; I could not possibly forget
this gentleman of a judge with an
unbounded joy for living and working. His books sit prominently on
my bookshelves, some pages more
dog-eared than others. They are but
one reminder of the judge who decided prominent cases, but also influenced, mentored and taught his
colleagues at the Massachusetts
Appeals Court. ■

How to Start and Run a Successful
Solo or Small-Firm Practice
Thursday, Jan. 17, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
Lombardo's
6 Billings St., Randolph
A networking reception will follow, allowing you to
continue to meet and mingle with colleagues.
Complimentary appetizers, wine and beer will be served.
PROGRAM CO-CHAIRS

Marc Breakstone, Esq.
Breakstone, White & Gluck PC
Boston

David W. White, Esq.
Breakstone, White & Gluck PC
Boston

D

o you dream of starting your own practice? Have the
recent law firm mergers and shifts affected you? Are you
reevaluating your career and thinking about striking out
on your own? Have you been recently admitted to the bar and
have a plan to go straight into your own practice?
“How to Start and Run a Successful Solo or Small-Firm Practice”
is a comprehensive, nuts-and-bolts seminar about how to set up
and operate your own firm. Attended, literally, by thousands,
this lively program, which has been one of the most popular and
valuable MBA seminars to date — includes a working, networking
lunch for a chance to meet with colleagues who can help get you
started.

PRICING
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emb for a
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A
MB ur mail this
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Chec l discoun ce.
n
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MBA law students, 2012 admittees.. $100
Members ............................................. $100
Non-members ..................................... $150

Register at www.MassBar.org/StartAndRun or call (617) 338-0530.

After live event,
recorded program
available for purchase at
www.MassBar.org/
OnDemand.
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CJC decision on Dougan sides with MBA support of
preserving judicial independence
On Dec. 5, 2012, the Massachusetts
Commission on Judicial Conduct voted
not to pursue disciplinary action against
First Justice Raymond G. Dougan Jr. of
the Boston Municipal Court.
Although the Massachusetts Bar As-

sociation did not take a position on the
complaint that prompted the CJC’s investigation, the association did file an
amicus brief last spring citing concerns
about the commission’s request to access Dougan’s mental notes and thought

News from the Courts
Chief Justice Connolly
to retire from bench in
March

Chief Justice Lynda M. Connolly
Chief Justice Lynda M. Connolly of the
District Court Department has announced
she will be retiring from the judiciary next
March. She has accepted an appointment at
Simmons College, where she will be overseeing the pre-law advising program.
“It has been my privilege and pleasure
every day of the last 15 years to serve as a
Justice of the District Court and every day
of the last eight-and-a-half years to serve as
chief justice,” Connolly said. “One of my
passions is higher education, and I look
forward to joining in Simmons’s mission,
particularly its important work educating
young women for professional careers.”
Connolly has enjoyed a distinguished
career in the judiciary. She was appointed as
an associate justice of the Marlborough District Court in 1997 by Gov. William F. Weld.

She subsequently served as acting first justice of the Charlestown District Court, now
a division of the Boston Municipal Court.
In 2003, she was appointed as the first justice of the Dedham District Court. A year
later, Chief Justice Robert A. Mulligan appointed her as the chief justice of the District Court Department and reappointed her
in 2009 for a second five-year term, which
expires in 2014. Throughout her tenure, she
has served on many court committees, including as chair of the Trial Court’s Budget Advisory Committee, co-chair of the
Trial Court Fiscal Task Force and the Trial
Court Relocation Committee and recently
as a member of the Supreme Judicial Court
Search Committee for the Court Administrator. In 2008, the Massachusetts Bar Association and Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly
awarded Connolly The Daniel F. Toomey
Excellence in the Judiciary Award.
“Chief Justice Connolly has done a superb job leading the Trial Court’s largest
department,” Mulligan said. “She is highly
respected as a judge and has led the District
Court with competence, steadiness and vision. I know that I speak for the departmental chiefs and all who work in the District
Court and the entire Trial Court in saying
that we will miss her greatly and wish her
the very best in her next endeavor.”
In addition to her judicial duties, Connolly has served as an adjunct professor
since 1981 at numerous universities, including New England School of Law, Suffolk
University Law School, Boston College,
Bentley College and as a guest lecturer at
Harvard University’s Kennedy School of

processes. Visit http://www.massbar.
org/media/1220805/amicus%20in%20
re%20a%20subpoena.pdf to view the
brief by Thomas J. Carey Jr. (Collora
LLP) and MBA Chief Legal Counsel
Martin W. Healy.

Following the CJC decision, comments from Healy and chair of the
MBA’s Committee on Fair and Impartial
Courts Thomas M. Hoopes were featured in coverage by The Boston Globe
and Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly. ■

Government and at the Harvard School of
Public Health.
Connolly is a graduate of Boston College Law School and the College of William
and Mary.

en. Fed. R. App. P. 27(a)(2)(C) currently requires that legal arguments be made in the
body of a motion, rather than in a separate
brief or memorandum, and, with the advent
of electronic case filing, this court no longer
requires paper copies of motions.

Associate Court
Administrator
appointed

Court Administrator Harry Spence appointed Christopher Fox to serve as his Associate Court Administrator. Fox began his
position on Monday, Nov. 19 and will focus
on process improvement, the use of data
to enhance court operations and other key
court improvement initiatives. The department directors in the Office of Court Management will continue to report to Harry
Spence.

Notice of proposed
amendments to local
rules

Notice of Proposed Amendments to
Local Rule 22.1(e) and Rule 27.0(c)
The United States Court of Appeals for
the First Circuit hereby provides notice that
it proposes the minor amendments to Local
Rule 22.1(e) and Rule 27.0(c) necessitated
by past rule changes. The second sentence
of Local Rule 22.1(e) is corrected to crossreference Local Rule 22.1(a), rather than
former Local Rule 22.2(a). The requirement
in Local Rule 27.0(c) that motions for summary disposition be accompanied by “four
copies of a memorandum or brief” is strick-

Notice of Proposed Amendments to
Local Rule 33.0(a) and (f)
The United States Court of Appeals
for the First Circuit hereby provides notice
thatit proposes amendments to subsections
(a) and (f) of the Civil Appeals Management Plan, incorporated into the First Circuit local rules as Local Rule 33.0(a) and
(f). Additions are noted in italic print; deletions are noted in strikeout print.
The changes are being proposed to bring
the local rule into conformity with current practice. Currently, settlement counsel
sends notice to litigants about CAMP rather
than the Clerk of the Court of Appeals. Further, Social Security appeals and petitions
for review from orders of the Board of Immigration Appeals are not currently included as part of the program.
The proposed amendment would not
preclude a judge or panel from referring
such a case to settlement counsel.
The Court of Appeals invites public
comment on both sets of proposed amendments. Comments should be received by
Jan. 11, 2013 and addressed to:
Office of the Clerk
U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit
United States Courthouse
1 Courthouse Way, Suite 2500
Boston, MA 02210 ■

BAR NEWS

MBA to co-sponsor Feb. 21 UCC conference
By Gary L. Monserud

Commerce has gone global and countries are commercially interdependent
in multiple ways. Lawyers in the United
States and elsewhere increasingly confront issues arising from transnational
sales of goods and cross-border financing. Choosing the law most advantageous
in the circumstances can be challenging.
The Massachusetts Bar Association
is co-sponsoring “International Commercial Transactions” on Thursday, Feb. 21
at New England Law | Boston. The law
school’s Business Law Center is hosting
this free, afternoon conference, beginning
at 12:45 p.m. Interested attorneys should
call 617-584-1908 or e-mail SalesFinancingConference@gmail.com to register.
On-site registration will begin at
12:00 noon. The program will begin at
12:45 p.m .

Two panel discussions will be followed by a networking social hour, beginning at 5:15 p.m. The first panel discussion
will consider current issues arising from
transnational sales of goods. The panel
will be moderated by Professor Curtis Nyquist, New England School of Law. He has
taught Contracts and Uniform Commercial
Code courses for more than thirty years
and has written extensively on contract and
commercial law topics. Featured panelists
include:
• Professor Caterina Gardner, Lecturer
in Law, National University of Ireland,
Galway. Gardner has been involved in
the reform of Irish law governing sales
of goods and is currently invested in the
project of developing a uniform sales
law for the European Union;
• Antonin Pribetic, Litigation Counsel,
Steinberg Morton Hope & Israel LLP,
Toronto. He has been active in inter-

national commercial litigation and is
widely recognized for his expertise;
and
• Professor William Johnson, Associate Professor of Law and co-director
of the Center for International and
Comparative Law at St. Louis University School of Law. Johnson has
developed a particular expertise in
the UN Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods.
The second panel, moderated by Professor Ingrid Hillinger of Boston College
Law School, will focus on financing
across the borders. Hillinger has taught
commercial law courses and bankruptcy for many years and has published
extensively in these areas. Featured
members of this panel include:
• Richard Kohn of Goldberg Kohn LTD,
Chicago. Kohn is an advisor to clients
involved in international finance and he

teaches that subject at the University of Chicago School of Law;
• Harry Sigman from Los Angeles.
Sigman is widely known for his vast
expertise in secured transactions.
He has advised foreign nations on
the ways and means of establishing
modern, efficient filing systems;
• Edwin Smith, a partner at Bingham McCutchen LLP in Boston. Smith, a member of the
MBA’s Business Law Section,
is known to many in the Massachusetts bar as one of the country’s foremost experts in secured
financing
In addition to the MBA, co-sponsors include the Uniform Commercial
Code Reporter - Digest and the New
England Law | Boston Center for International Law and Policy. ■
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FAcult y spotliGHt

Lifecycle of a Business

mArc BreAk stone , esq.

Part I: Forming a Business
and Protecting Assets
ROUNDTABLE — REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
Tuesday, Jan. 8, 5–7 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston
Faculty:
Matthew S. Furman, Esq., program co-chair, Tarlow, Breed,
Hart & Rodgers PC, Boston; Kelly Kneeshaw-Price, Esq.,
program co-chair, Finneran & Nicholson, PC, Newburyport;
Stephen Y. Chow, Esq., Burns & Levinson LLP, Boston; Adam D.
Page, Esq., Finneran & Nicholson PC, Newburyport
Sponsoring section/division: Business Law, Young Lawyers
__________________________________

Lifecycle of a Business
Part II: Land Use/Permitting, Insurance
Considerations & Business Financing
ROUNDTABLE — REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
Tuesday, Jan. 29, 5–7 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston
Faculty:
Matthew S. Furman,
Esq., program co-chair,
Tarlow, Breed, Hart &
Rodgers PC, Boston;
Kelly Kneeshaw-Price,
Esq., program co-chair,
Finneran & Nicholson PC,
MattHew s.
Kelly
FuRMan
KneesHaw-PRiCe
Newburyport; Nancy D.
Adams, Esq., Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo LLP,
Boston; Stephen Y. Chow, Esq., Burns & Levinson LLP, Boston;
Brian Glennon, Esq., Cumberland Gulf Group, Framingham
Sponsoring section/division: Business Law, Young Lawyers

Breakstone, white & Gluck pc, Boston

Program co-chair: “How to Start and Run A Successful Solo or Small-Firm Practice”
Breakstone, a founder and principal at Breakstone, White & Gluck since 1992,
has established a reputation as one of the top medical malpractice and personal injury lawyers in New England. Breakstone has represented seriously injured clients in
medical malpractice and personal injury cases since 1986. In the courtroom, Breakstone is known for utilizing cutting edge computer reenactments and interactive
digital technology to present his cases to juries. His presentations have helped win
significant recoveries in a number of complex medical malpractice, motor vehicle
and bus accident cases.
Breakstone is a sought-after speaker to lawyers and law students regarding trial
techniques and medical malpractice law. He has chaired or spoken on programs including “MCLE Medical Malpractice Update,” “Introducing Evidence,” “Demonstrative Evidence at Trial,”
and “Advanced Depositions Workshop.”
As a member of the Board of Governors of the Massachusetts Academy of Trial Attorneys for the past 15
years, Breakstone is actively leading campaigns to reform the jury selection system in Massachusetts.

DAviD w. wHite , esq.
Breakstone, white & Gluck pc, Boston

Program co-chair: “How to Start and Run A Successful Solo or Small-Firm Practice”
White, a founder and principal at Breakstone, White & Gluck, focuses his practice on personal injury cases, as well as bad faith insurance and business cases. A past
president of the of the Massachusetts Bar Association, White led the association’s successful Lawyers’ Eco-Challenge and Drug Policy Task Force. He also served as MBA
treasurer and as a member of multiple committees. A frequent writer and lecturer,
White has spoken on various legal topics before the MBA and other groups.
White calls the “How to Start and Run” program his favorite program. “In the
more than 10 years that we have been doing this program, literally thousands of lawyers have attended. It is really gratifying to see so many of them years down the road,
and so often they point to the valuable tips they got at the program. Each year the
program evolves to present new technologies and rules of practice. Our faculty is outstanding!”

criminAl justice

FAmily l Aw

A Criminal Lawyer’s
Guide to Practice in the
Massachusetts District Courts

Collaborative Law, a
Roundtable

Wednesday, Jan. 9, 1–5 p.m.
Mass. School of Law, 500 Federal St., Andover
Faculty:
Hon. Barbara S. Pearson, program chair,
Lawrence District Court, Lawrence; Alice
E. Casey, Esq., Middlesex County District
Attorneys Office, Woburn; Colleen B.
Cashman, Esq., Carol-Ann Fraser, Esq., Fraser
Law Office, Andover; Robert W. Normandin,
Esq., Assistant District Attorney, Salem, Law Hon. BaRBaRa s.
PeaRson
Office of Robert W. Normandin, Lowell
Sponsoring section/div.: Criminal Justice, Young Lawyers

Juvenile & Child Welfare
Legal Chat Series
Legal Chat with Real-time Webcast
Friday, Jan. 18, 1–2 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston
Faculty: Marlies Spanjaard, Esq., program chair, The EdLaw
Project, Boston. Additonal faculty to be announced.
*NOTE: There is no on-site attendance for this series.

Wednesday, Jan. 16, 3–5 p.m.
Norfolk Probate & Family Court
35 Shawmut Road, Canton
Faculty:
Debra L. Smith, Esq., program chair, Watertown; Pamela S.
Freeman, Esq., Freeman & Freeman, Brookline; Susan A. Miller,
CPA, Aurora Financial Advisors, Wellesley
Sponsoring section/division: Family Law, in collaboration
with the Massachusetts Collaborative Law Council

proBAte l Aw

Mediating Probate
Litigation Cases
Wednesday, Jan. 30, 4–7 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston
Faculty:
Maureen E. Curran, Esq., program chair,
Law Office of Maureen Curran, Boston; Hon.
Beverly W. Boorstein (ret.), Hon Beverly W.
Boorstein Dispute Resolution, Newton; Prof.
Ray D. Madoff, Boston College Law School,
Newton

l Aw pr Ac tice
mAnAGement

Getting Paid
Tuesday, Jan. 15, 4–6 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston
Faculty:
Thomas J. Barbar, Esq., program chair,
Deutsch, Williams, Brooks, DeRensis & Holland
PC, Boston; Ronald A. Dardeno, Esq., Law
Office of Frank N. Dardeno, Somerville; Marc
A. D’Antonio, Esq., Legal Fee Arbitration
Board, Massachusetts Bar Association;
Richard M. Novitch, Esq., Lander & Lander PC,
Framingham; Alisha S. Tomasino, Esq., Kajko,
Weisman, Colasanti & Stein LLP, Lexington

tHoMas J.
BaRBaR

Sponsoring section: Law Practice Management
__________________________________

How to Start and Run
a Successful Solo or
Small-Firm Practice
Thursday, Jan. 17, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
Lombardo’s, 6 Billings St., Randolph

MauReen e.
CuRRan

Faculty:
Marc Breakstone, Esq., program co-chair, Breakstone, White
& Gluck PC, Boston; David W. White, Esq., program co-chair,
Breakstone, White & Gluck PC, Boston

11th Annual Western Massachusetts Bankruptcy Conference
E
T
A
D
E
SAVE TH
Monday, Feb. 4, 4–7 p.m., Western New England University School of Law, Springfield
Faculty: Justin Dion, Esq., conference co-chair, Bacon Wilson PC, Springfield; George Roumeliotis, Esq., conference co-chair, Roumeliotis Law Group, Hartford, CT; Spencer Stone, Esq., conference co-chair, Bacon Wilson
PC, Springfield; Hon. Frank J. Bailey, U.S. Bankruptcy Court, District of Massachusetts, Boston; Hon. William C. Hillman, U.S. Bankruptcy Court, District of Massachusetts, Boston; Hon. Henry J. Boroff, U.S. Bankruptcy
Court, Springfield; Hon. Melvin S. Hoffman, U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Worcester; James Lynch, Bankruptcy Clerk, U.S. Bankruptcy Court; Stephanie Fitzgerald, Esq., Fitzgerald Attorneys at Law PC, East Longmeadow;
Alex Hogan, Esq., Shatz, Schwartz and Fentin PC, Springfield; David Ostrander, Esq., Ostrander Law Office, Northampton; Kara Rescia, Esq., Eaton & Rescia LLP, East Longmeadow; Spencer Stone, Esq., Bacon Wilson PC,
Springfield; Bonnie C. Mangan, Esq., Law Office of Bonnie Mangan, South Windsor

RegisteR online at www.MassBaR.oRg/Cle oR Call (617) 338-0530.
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Bar News
Member Spotlight

ADR

ADR

MBA members appointed by SJC to
Committee to Study the Massachusetts
Code of Judicial Conduct
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court justices have announced their
appointment of the members of the
Committee to Study the Massachusetts
Code of Judicial Conduct. The Committee has been formed to review the
current Massachusetts Code of Judicial
Conduct adopted in 2003 in comparison
with the current Model Code of Judicial
Conduct adopted by the American Bar
Association in 2007. Associate Justice
of the Massachusetts Appeals Court
Cynthia J. Cohen has been appointed
chair of the Committee.
MBA members appointed include:
• Hon. Cynthia J. Cohen,
Appeals Court
• Hon. Peter W. Agnes Jr.,
Appeals Court
• Hon. Kenneth V. Desmond Jr.,

Boston Municipal Court
• Hon. Judith Fabricant, Superior
Court
• Hon. Linda S. Fidnick, Probate &
Family Court
• Michael S. Greco, K & L Gates
LLP
• Hon. Diana H. Horan, Housing
Court
• Hon. Angel Kelly-Brown, District
Court
• Hon. Mark D. Mason, District
Court
• Hon. James F. McHugh, Appeals
Court (retired)
• Hon. Karyn F. Scheier, Land
Court Chief Justice
• Hon. John S. Spinale, Juvenile
Court ■

Weiner named trustee of Montserrat
College of Art
ADR

ADR

Barry Y. Weiner

Massachusetts Bar Association
member Barry Y. Weiner was recently
named to the board of trustees of the
Montserrat College of Art in Beverly.
Weiner is one of the founders of Ruberto, Israel & Weiner in Boston, where
he currently specializes in securities,
employment, corporate, construction
and general business litigation.
As an MBA member, Weiner has
served as chairman of the Civil Litigation Section as well as a Legislative Activities Committee member.
Weiner graduated in 1966 from
Boston University School of Law,
where he now teaches advanced alternative dispute resolution as an adjunct
professor. ■

Clients’ Security Board’s William J.
LeDoux Award honors MBA member

ADR

ADR

Flynn Law Firm, PC
Mediation & Arbitration
Services

On Nov. 15, Supreme Judicial Court
Justice Barbara A. Lenk presented the
Clients’ Security Board’s William J.
LeDoux award to MBA member and
Cambridge attorney Leonard A. Frisoli. The award, established in memory
of the late William J. LeDoux, a member of the Clients’ Security Board from
1987 to 1997, honors an attorney who

has performed outstanding pro bono
work in representing a claimant before the board. Established by the SJC
in 1974, the Clients’ Security Board is
composed of seven attorneys who serve
without compensation and oversee the
disbursement of funds to clients who
have been victimized by attorney defalcation. ■
Member Spotlight Continued
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Prompt/Professional
& Effective Case Resolutions

Robert H. Flynn, Esq.
27 Mica Lane
Wellesley, MA 02481
888-654-1005
www.flynnlawfirm.com

Supreme Judicial Court Justice Barbara A. Lenk; Attorney Leonard A. Frisoli; and Clients’ Security Board Chair
John J. Egan, in the Seven-Justice Courtroom of the John Adams Courthouse.

continued on page 7
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Chief Justice Mulligan
updates MBA delegates
The Massachusetts Bar Association
House of Delegates convened for the second time this association year at the MBA
Boston offices on Thursday, Nov. 15, 2012.
Featured guest speaker for the meeting was
Chief Justice of the Trial Court Robert A.
Mulligan.
Mulligan provided a cautiously optimistic update on the fiscal health and performance of the Massachusetts Trial Court to
the MBA delegation. He explained that positions are being filled at a modest rate following the court’s $561 million allocation in the
Fiscal Year 2013 state budget. Although the
years-long hiring freeze has been lifted, the
current 6,266 current Trial Court positions
represent a nearly 18 percent drop from the
court’s 7,629 filled positions in 2007.
He also addressed the forecasted expenses associated with the Department of
Public Health Drug Lab scandal. According
to Mulligan, the aftermath of this alleged
mishandling of evidence will cost the courts
$2.96 million for the remainder of FY13 and
$5 million in Fiscal Year 2014.
In addition to personnel and other core
expenses, Mulligan spoke about the court’s
clearance rates. A 95.6 percent clearance
rate was realized in Calendar 2011, while a
95.3 percent rate was seen in CY12 (through
the second quarter). In addition, since Fiscal Year 2008, case filings have decreased by
278,562 or 21.2 percent.
Mulligan also named Greenfield and
Lowell as the communities next up to bene-

Experts&Resources
continued from page 6
AVIATION L AW
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Trial Court Chief Justice RobertN
A. Mulligan
ORTH

Case
CaseEvaluation
Evaluation| |Full
FullNeutral
NeutralPanel
Panel

vs. S O U T H
N O R T H vs. S O U T H

fit from capital expenditures. The Greenfield
Trial Court is budgeted at $60 million, while
the Lowell Justice Center will cost $100 million. He also noted that Middlesex County is
in need of a county-wide capital plan.
or be
“By Declaration
Liberty is Born. With
Following the Mulligan’s presentation,
or be
We
Could
Have
Settled
It!
Courage
She
is
Nourished
and with
action taken by the delegates at the meeting
www.northeastmediation.com She is Guarded”
Dennis J. Calcagno,
esq
included:
Unceasing
Commitment
Case Evaluation | Full Neutral Panel
We
Could
6 1 7on
. 3Have
2 8 . 8 8 8 8 Settled It!
• A vote to support
a draft
resolution
— Eric Schaub
www.northeastmediation.com
emergencyDennis
housing
regulationsesq
in light
J. Calcagno,
We Could Have Settled It!
Case Evaluation | Full Neutral Panel
6 1 7 . high
3 2 8 . housing
8 8 8 8 costs and
of the current
www.northeastmediation.com
Dennis J. Calcagno, esq
limited employment opportunities;
Case Evaluation | Full Neutral Panel
6 1 76 .137 2. 83.2888. 8888 8 8
• A vote to support Spousal Elective Share
amendments to the Massachusetts Uniform Probate Code;
• A vote to file legislation to amend the
brain injury
court Reporting
so-called “Three Strikes Rule;”
• A vote to file amicus briefs in Johnson v.
Kindred Healthcare and Licata v. GGNWould You Know A
SC Malden Dexter; and
• A vote to change the name of the General Practice, Solo & Small Firm section
to The Sole Practitioner and Small Firm
section. ■
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Certain!
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Head
injury
If You Saw One?

Most People Wouldn’t.®
Law Office of

Kenneth i. Kolpan, P.C.
175 Federal Street,
Suite 1425,
Boston Ma, 02110

617- 426 -2558
For info on
brain injury
litigation, visit

Douglas K. Sheff provides his President-elect Report.

Get published in the
Massachusetts Law Review
The longest continually published law
review in the nation, the Massachusetts
Law Review, is published quarterly by the
MBA and includes articles, case comments
and book reviews of interest to MBA members.
The editorial board comprises lawyers,
judges and academics representing a variety of legal disciplines and specialties. The
Law Review board is always looking for
submissions from members of the bar.
Whether an article or case comment,
the board is looking for pieces offering a
deeper analysis of a legal issue, rather than
a bare description.
Articles should discuss applicable case
law, statutes, rules or regulations. Articles
may run anywhere from 5,000 to 15,000
words. Topics should be timely and likely
to be of interest to Massachusetts practitioners.
Case comments are confined to a discussion of a recent civil or criminal case
with relevant cites and a brief description
of related cases. The comments run 2,500
to 3,000 words.
Book reviews discuss recent books of

interest to practitioners and run about 2,000
words.
All article submissions are subject to
peer review and to a vote by a majority of
the editorial board members. If accepted for
publication, an editor is assigned and the
editing process begins. Authors may either
submit proposals or full articles to the editorial board by e-mailing them to Director
of Media and Communications Tricia M.
Oliver at toliver@massbar.org. ■

www.kolpan.com
or send email to

ken@kolpan.com

court reporting

Your LegaL Support SYStem
Catuogno Court Reporting &
StenTel Transcription is the
premier source for all of your
legal support needs. We provide
the best in :
• Court Reporting
• Depositions
• Legal Typing
• Meeting & Conference Room
Rentals
• Videoconferencing
• Email Encryption w/ Zixcorp
Home of

DATA SECURITY

Your clients come to you
for legal protection.
You can come to Infoshred
for data protection.

Infoshred has been a family and woman-owned
shredding and storage provider since 1997.
Our reputation is built on providing clients with
personal customer service. You can count on us
for all of your legal document destruction and
records storage needs. Call us
today for a free consultation.

THE LAWYERS CONFERENCE CENTERS
At the Offices of Catuogno Court Reporting

Editor-in-chief Roger L. Michel Jr. (seated), Articles
Editor Ellyn H. Lazar-Moore (right), Book Review
Editor Marc C. Laredo (left) and Matthew C. Baltay
(not pictured) lead the efforts of the Law Review
editorial board.
Photos by Tricia M. Oliver

R

Call Today!
888-228-8646

Offices in:
Springfield • Boston • Worcester
Chelmsford • Providence

888-800-1552

www.infoshred.com

continued on page 10
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Just the judge for the job
Continued from page 1

Court docket.
“How snazzy you look today,” she remarked to one gentleman. “Happy birthday
this week,” she commented to another.
During one defendants’ appearance,
she lightheartedly discussed the addition of
a new kitten to his home and then followed
up offering her condolences for his mother’s passing a few weeks ago — an update
she learned from the preceding session
team meeting. She also offered encouragement by applauding his impressive 165
days of sobriety. With a counselor’s tone,
she told him that she recognized that life
events, like the passing of a loved one, can
often lead to revisiting an addiction. Striking a more judicial tone, she stressed the
importance of him maintaining his sobriety.
It was a sincere and emotional exchange,
as were most in the Nov. 13 Veteran’s
Treatment Court session.
“I know them,” said Sullivan, explain-

“We are absolutely devoted to
doing this. It is important.”
ing her rapport with the veterans as a winwin.
According to Sullivan, data from drug

courts indicate that “interaction with the
judge on a personal level makes a big difference in recidivism,” according the Sullivan. Drug court data also indicate that the
presence of treatment “makes all the difference in the world,” she said.
As easy as it appears to be for Sullivan to connect with each defendant in
the session, she sets the right expectations
for prospects. At the Nov. 13 session, a
handcuffed defendant observed. Sullivan
addressed him directly, saying, “a lot of
people find taking the time is easier than
dealing with me each week.” Following a
brief dialogue with that individual, Sullivan
and the team agreed to screen the veteran
that day to determine eligibility for Veterans Affairs benefits — a clear example of
the court’s instant access to key resources.
“I don’t want to sound cliché, but it
saved me,” said defendant Adam Matthews, during an interview with WCVBTV (Channel 5) that aired in November.
“It really did. I was going down a path I
wouldn’t have come back from,” he added.
Bringing this innovative session to
Massachusetts followed Sullivan’s attendance at a national conference for drug
court professionals. There, she learned of
and attended a seminar on Veteran’s Treatment Courts taking place in other states.
She recalls thinking to herself, “We need to
do this.”
Once she returned home, Sullivan was
highly motivated. She assembled a team of
legal professionals, tracked the number of
court-involved veterans this would positively impact and applied for a grant. As a
result of receiving a scholarship to move
forward, she and her designated team trav-

eled to Tulsa, Oklahoma for intensive training.
The result was the March 2012 launch
of Norfolk County Veteran’s Treatment
Court with only one veteran defendant.
Now, 15 defendants are enrolled in any
of the four phases of the program. Phase I
ensures that the veterans’ basic needs are
being met and they are receiving the proper treatment; Phase II includes mandated
weekly court appearances and proof of
treatment; Phase III involves appearances
every other week; and Phase IV requires
appearances every three weeks.
“The aim is to have the veteran complete the program in 18 months,” said Sullivan, who explains that sometimes defendants do have “slips” that require them to
increase reporting or appearance requirements as necessary.
“We are absolutely devoted to doing
this. It is important,” said Sullivan in her
take-charge manner, one possibly honed
growing up the eldest of 10 siblings, serving for 11 years on the District Court bench
and raising four now grown children — including a daughter enrolled in law school
and a son in combat as a U.S. Marine.
Sullivan, who always knew that she
wanted a career in law, specifically criminal
law, said “I have the best job in the world.”
Following the Nov. 13 Veteran’s Treatment Court session, Sullivan and her team
invited the veterans to enjoy a cake prepared by the probation officer’s family. The
Veterans Day celebration exemplified the
team’s concern for veterans who put their
own lives on the line to defend the nation’s
freedom and preserve the very judicial system they now find themselves in. ■

http://access.massbar.org
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mybaraccEsS
Instantly connect and interact with your mba peers
in this exclusive, online community

getting started is easy:

q

Login and agree to terms
sign in at http://access.massBar.org using your mBa
user name and password and agree to the code of conduct.

w

create your profiLe and settings
include your bio and photo and customize the
frequency and format of your notifications.
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start connecting
post blogs, discussions (listservs) or upload a
resource library entry for your section(s).
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Member Spotlight

MBA members appointed
to SJC Standing Committee
on Professionalism

Rodney S. Dowell

Our Team is Committed to Superior Results

Ingrid C. Schroffner
Board of Bar Overseers; and
• Ingrid C. Schroffner, assistant general
counsel, Executive Office of Health and
Human Services.

E

$7,000,000
Ten Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02108
617-227-7000
www.shefflaw.com

A Sixty Year Tradition of Excellence.
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The committee’s duties and responsibilities include designating approved course providers; making recommendations to the SJC
regarding the fees to be charged for the course
and any circumstances under which the fees
may be waived; evaluating the course providers; reporting to the SJC on at least an annual
basis on the implementation of the course and
an assessment of whether the program is accomplishing its intended goals and outcomes;
and overseeing the administration of all aspects of SJC Rule 3:16. The committee plans
to issue a Request for Responses in January
to continuing legal education providers, bar
associations, law schools and other potential
course providers.
11

$9,800,000

M

15

The justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court recently appointed the members of the
SJC Standing Advisory Committee on Professionalism. The committee is charged with
overseeing the implementation of new SJC
Rule 3:16 on Practicing with Professionalism, which requires a mandatory course on
professionalism for new lawyers admitted to
the Massachusetts bar. The rule is effective on
Sept. 1, 2013. Visit www.mass.gov/courts/sjc/
sjc-rule-316.html for more information.
MBA members who will serve on the
Standing Advisory Committee on Professionalism include:
• Jeffrey N. Catalano, Todd & Weld and a
past MBA vice president (2011-12);
• Rodney S. Dowell, executive director,
Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers and director, Mass. Law Office Management
Assistance Program;
• Michael A. Fredrickson, general counsel,

Traumatic
Brain Injury

BA

CELEBRATIN
G

Jeffrey N. Catalano

9

MEMBERs

www.MassBarInsurance.org

$6,000,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$1,000,000
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SRBC

SUGARMAN, ROGERS, BARSHAK & COHEN, P.C.
Attorneys at Law

Bar News

10th Annual In-House
Conference focuses on
best practices
available for purchase through MBA On Demand

Mediation • Arbitration
by a trial lawyer with over
20 years of experience as
a neutral
Jeffrey S. Stern

American College of Civil Trial Mediators
National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals

Business • Probate Disputes • Employment • Products Liability
Personal Injury • Medical Malpractice • Construction
Professional Malpractice • Insurance • Partnership Dissolution
617-227-3030 • www.srbc.com • stern@srbc.com

Mass Lawyers Journal
florida personal injury
4” high” x 4” wide”
2012

FLORIDA
ATTORNEY
LAW OFFICES OF

Randy C. Botwinick
Formerly of Pazer, Epstein & Jaffe

Concentrating in Personal Injury
• 29 Years • Co-Counsel and
Experience Participation Fees Paid

MIAMI OFFICE
150 Alhambra Circle
Suite 1100
Coral Gables, FL 33134
P: 305 895.5700
F: 305 445.1169

PALM BEACH OFFICE
Peninsula Executive Center
2385 NW Executive Center Dr.
Suite 100, Boca Raton, FL 33431
P: 561 995.5001
F: 561 962.2710

Toll FREE: 1-877-FLA-ATTY (352-2889)
www.personalinjurylawyer.ws

IR S/D OR Representation

continued on page 11

The Massachusetts Bar Association
held its 10th Annual In-House Conference on Friday, Nov. 30. The program,
which focused on best practices for inhouse counsel, featured opening remarks
by attorney Lauren Stiller Rikleen.
Keynote speaker Rikleen kicked-off
the event with a focus on strengthening
multigenerational relationships. The
presentation highlighted key differences
between generations and concluded with
recommendations for ways in which to
bridge the gap in the workplace.
“There is just a voice that this [Millennial] generation has been given that
was recognized quite early on,” Rikleen

said. “We [older generations] look at
respect more as deference … [Millennials] view respect as being heard.”
Rikleen emphasized the benefit of
increased orientations in the workplace
as well as team-building programs, like
reverse mentoring, to assimilate different generations. Rikleen ended her keynote address by quoting Abraham Lincoln, “I do not like this person. I must
get to know him better.”
Other conference panelists discussed current areas of interest, such as
cybersecurity, insurance planning and
independent investigations. The conference also featured two brief “lightning
round” presentations on current intellectual property issues.
The conference wrapped-up with an
update from the Business Litigation Session of the Superior Court Department.
A panel of BLS justices discussed the
BLS Pilot Project, which was designed
to lessen the burdens of litigation and
to emphasize that discovery ought to be
proportional to what is at stake.
“This year’s conference was well received by the audience,” said David A.
Parke, who co-chaired the conference.
Visit www.massbar.org/cle/mba-on-demand
to purchase the recorded program. ■

Brown Rudnick donates
$25,000 to Mock Trial
a simulated courtroom to assume the
roles of lawyers and witnesses in a hyBrown Rudnick LLP, through its
pothetical case. In this year’s criminal
Center for the Public Interest, has given
case, the prosecution alleges the defen$25,000 to the Massachusetts Bar Assodant poisoned and killed his great-aunt
ciation’s 2013 Statewide High School
by tampering with her medication. The
Mock Trial Program. Brown Rudnick
defense claims the great-aunt either
has been the lead financial underwriter
died of a natural heart attack or was
since 1998 and has contributed more
murdered by either her live-in caretaker
than $400,000 to the program, in its
or another relative upset about her re28th year.
duction of their inheritance.
“We are indebted to Brown Rudnick
“Mock trial, at its core, is about
for its unwavering support of the MBA’s
teaching in real time how to have civil
successful Mock Trial Program,” MBA
discourse and reasoned debate. AlPresident Robert L. Holloway Jr. said.
though the MBA Statewide High School
“This critical program educates young
Mock Trial Program is in its 28th year,
people across the Bay State about the
and Brown Rudnick’s sponsorship is in
intricacies of the court system while
its second decade, these lessons could
broadening their leadership skills.”
hardly be more relevant or important
First organized in 1985, the tourin today’s American society,” said Al
nament places high school students in
Wallis, executive director of Brown
Rudnick’s Center for the
Public Interest. “Brown
Rudnick is proud to continue to play a part in developing these abilities in
today’s high school students through our support
for the MBA’s Mock Trial
Program.”
At least 1,500 students
at 135 schools across
the commonwealth are
expected to participate
in the 2013 Mock Trial
Program. More than 100
Photo courtesy of Brown Rudnick
lawyers across the state
From left to right: Joseph F. Ryan, chief executive officer, Brown Rudnick will serve as volunteer
LLP; MBA President Robert L. Holloway Jr.; and Albert W. Wallis,
coaches and judges. ■
executive director of the Brown Rudnick Center for the Public Interest.
By Jennifer Rosinski
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Member Spotlight

Two MBA members appointed
to the board of the National
Association of Corporate
Directors New England Chapter
The National Association of Corporate Directors New England Chapter
(NACDNE) has announced the appointment of five new board members including
Massachusetts Bar Association members
Beth Boland and Gloria Cordes Larson.
“I cannot think of better community
leaders to join our team to support the
continued growth of NACDNE’s mission,” said R. Robert Popeo, president of
the NACD New England Chapter Board
of Directors. “As directors and executives,
each of them has firsthand experience on
how boards with effective leadership can
mean the difference between a successful company and an unsuccessful one. In

11

this regulatory environment, boards have
a host of challenges that they must face
and this new group of individuals working
with our existing team can help them to
meet those challenges.”
MBA members chosen as NACDNE
board members are:
• Beth Boland is a partner in the
Securities and Financial Institutions Litigation Practice Group
at Bingham McCutchen LLP in
Boston. Boland is a former president of the Women’s Bar Association of Massachusetts and was
recently appointed to the state
Lottery Commission by
13

continued from page 10
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617-482-9600 | www.lclma.org

Calendar of Events
Tuesday, Jan. 15

THURSDAY, Jan. 31

Getting Paid
4–6 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston

House of Deligates meeting
4 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston

Wednesday, Jan. 16

Monday, Feb. 4

Collaborative Law, a Roundtable
3–5 p.m.
Norfolk Probate & Family Court,
35 Shawmut Road, Canton

11th Annual Western
Massachusetts Bankruptcy
Conference
4–7 p.m.
Western New England University
School of Law, 1215 Wilbraham
Road, Springfield

Thursday, Jan. 17
How to Start and Run A
Successful Solo or Small-Firm
Practice
9 a.m. –5 p.m.
Lombardo’s, 6 Billings St., Randolph
Friday, Jan. 18
Juvenile & Child Welfare Legal
Chat Series
1–2 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston
Thursday, Jan. 24
MBF Annual Meeting
5–7:30 p.m.
Social Law Library, John Adams
Courthouse, One Pemberton
Square, Boston
Featuring the
presentation of the
2013 Great Friend
of Justice Award to
MBA Past President
Leo V. Boyle
Tuesday, Jan. 29
Lifecycle of a Business Part II:
Land Use/Permitting, Insurance
Considerations & Business
Financing
5–7 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston

law yer assistance

Wednesday, Feb. 6
MBA Monthly Dial-A-Lawyer
Program
5:30–7:30 p.m.
Statewide dial-in #: (617) 3380610
Thursday, Feb. 7
Tiered Community Mentoring
Program Speed Networking
9:30 a.m. –noon
Roxbury Community College,
1234 Columbus Ave., Roxbury
Monday, Feb. 11
A Free Legal Help Call-In Program
5–7 p.m.
Dial-in #: TBA

life coach

Thursday, Feb. 14
Court Advocacy Day
11 a.m. –1 p.m.
Massachusetts State House,
Great Hall, Boston
Friday, Feb. 15
Juvenile & Child Welfare Legal
Chat Series
1–2 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston

Wednesday, Jan. 30
14th Annual Walk to the Hill for
Civil Legal Aid
11 a.m. –1 p.m.
Massachusetts State House,
Great Hall, Boston
Mediating Probate Litigation
Cases
4–7 p.m.
MBA, 20 West St., Boston

Real-time webcast available
for purchase through MBA
On Demand at www.
massbar.org/ondemand.
Indicates recorded session
available for purchase
(after live program) through
MBA On Demand at www.
massbar.org/ondemand.

For more
information, visit
massbar.org/
events/calendar

continued on page 12
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Experience ... Results

PERSonAl injuRy And MEdiCAl MAlPRACtiCE REfERRAlS WElCoMEd

Breakstone | White | Gluck
2 Center Plaza, Suite 530, Boston, MA 02108
(617) 723-7676 | www.bwglaw.com

Disabilit y Ins. Claims

DISABILITY INS. CL AIMS

LONG TERM DISABILITY
(ERISA) APPEALS
If you or a client
has been denied
long-term disability benefits, or had
benefits terminated,
Attorney Susan Sachs
has the specialized
knowledge and
experience to handle
the appeal. In most
instances, the claim
will be governed by federal statute, the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). ERISA
pre-empts almost all state laws. Ms. Sachs
specializes in the initial, mandatory administrative appeal process and has a high success rate.
But if administrative appeal is unsuccessful,
ERISA allows for further appeal by filing a lawsuit
in U.S. District Court, which has exclusive
jurisdiction. She is also experienced and successful at this level. Fee arrangements are flexible.
The initial consultation is gratis.

Susan Sachs
attysusansachs@gmail.com
(413) 732-0035

e-discovery

Bar News

e xpert witness

MBF Fellow Spotlight
Charles J. DiMare, Esq.
Director of the Student Legal Services Office
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Amherst, Massachusetts
MBF Fellow since 1995
Attorney
Charles
DiMare
has been the director of the student
legal services office
at UMass Amherst
since 1980. In this
capacity, as well as
in his private practice Antonino &
DiMare, Attorney DiMare has developed an
expertise in a wide range of topics including labor and employment law, civil rights,
personal injury, property rights, family law,
and higher education. He has also been a
professor at the University of Massachusetts Amherst since 1980, teaching courses
on Law and Higher Education. DiMare has
also lectured at many other colleges and
universities and co-authored a chapter on
intentional torts for the American Association for Justice’sLitigating Tort Casesseries.
In addition to DiMare’s extensive litigation
experience, he is also a skilled mediator and
ADR trainer.
Why did you decide to become a
fellow?
When I was nominated to be a Massachusetts Bar Foundation Fellow in the
1990s, I reviewed the organization’s mission
statement. I was primarily motivated by the
MBF’s commitment to improving the administration of justice and ensuring equal access to the legal system, especially for those
who are most underprivileged due to lack of
financial resources. I have continued to be
impressed by the MBF Fellows’ strong commitment to reversing the trend of increasing
unmet civil legal need. I also welcomed the
opportunity to give back to the community
in a way that allows me to help people and
help the profession at the same time.

What has been your favorite part
about being involved with the MBF?
Almost every year since 2001, I have
participated in the grant review process (with
dozens of other MBF Fellows) by reviewing
and assessing the many organizations that
apply to the MBF for grants. This has been a
very rewarding experience. I have also participated in other MBF events including the
Annual Meeting, Grantee Receptions, and
other networking opportunities that have
been offered. The opportunity to network
with many outstanding MBF attorneys has
also been a favorite part of my involvement
with the MBF.
Is there anything else you would like
to say about the MBF?
Since I believe that MBF Fellows set
the highest standard among their peers, I
would strongly encourage members of the
Massachusetts Bar to consider becoming
a Fellow of the MBF. Since the MBF is a
charitable, nonprofit organization under
IRS code 501(c)3, all contributions are taxdeductible, in accordance with federal and
Massachusetts state law. Working with other
MBF Fellows has been very satisfying and
rewarding. ■

Tiered Community
Mentoring Program
celebrates the holiday season

By Elizabeth O’Neil

continued on page 13

What would you say to members of
the legal community who are concerned
that the MBF is a statewide organization
in name only?
I would suggest that they talk with any
of the more than 125 Fellows who each year
participate in reviewing grant applications to
ensure that grant funds are distributed effectively and judiciously to programs throughout Massachusetts. These attorney volunteers help the bar connect with pro bono and
other civic organizations and also enable
multiple programs to provide critical assistance to those who do not have sufficient
resources to address legal issues, including
domestic violence, housing, immigration
status, child advocacy, elder law, family law
and health care.

On Tuesday, Dec. 4, Massachusetts Bar
Association Tiered Community Mentoring
Program participants celebrated the program’s first annual holiday event at Suffolk
University Law School.
Currently in its fourth year, the MBA’s
Tiered Community Mentoring program
matches selected students, who are interested
in law-related careers, with an attorney mentor. As part of this innovative program, students from New Mission High School, Roxbury Community College and Suffolk Uni-

versity Law School have had the opportunity
this year to meet accomplished professionals,
as well as attend court proceedings and bar
association events to learn networking skills.
Over 30 mentors and mentees attended
the event. Featured event speakers included:
• Serge Georges Jr., Law Office of Serge
Georges Jr., Randolph;
• Nicole G. Price, director for Diversity,
Inclusiveness and Affinity Relations at
Suffolk University Law School; and
• Jennifer C. Rowe, assistant district
attorney, Norfolk District Attorney’s
Office. ■
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For Your Practice

A focus on
risk management
How to avoid legal malpractice claims in what
most attorneys consider a ‘safe’ practice
Business transactions (BT) representations are a stable practice for many lawyers
across the country, but even more prevalent in
small to mid-size firms. Many lawyers view
business transactions as routine matters that
do not involve substantial risk. However, a
recent study conducted by CNA has revealed
that BT practice presents greater professional
liability risk for attorneys than many other
practice areas. The unexpected findings,
based upon an analysis of 998 closed claims
from sole practitioners and law firms with
fewer than 35 attorneys maintaining professional liability insurance with CNA, are contained in the recently released claim study,
Investigating the Hidden Risks of Business
Transactions Practice.
Interesting findings:
• The preparation, filing and/or transmittal
of documents are the most frequent activities associated with BT claims (37 percent). Examples include the omission of
an important contractual provision or the
failure to acquire the appropriate license,
signature or approval before recording.
Other examples include claims alleging
a failure to file or record a document, or
failure to timely file the documents, with
a required authority.
• Attorneys with less experience generate
the majority of BT claims. In fact approximately 70 percent of the claims arising
from BT practice were instituted against
attorneys who devote no more than 5 percent of their practice to this practice area.
• Attorneys who devote more than 25
percent of their practice to BT are less
likely to have a claim asserted against
them, but those claims are on average much more expensive than those
brought against attorneys who devote 5% or less of their practice to BT.
“Attorneys who don’t have a great deal
of experience with business transactions law
may underestimate the complexity of such
matters,” says Mike Troiano, lawyers professional liability claim director, CNA, who
manages claims in Massachusetts. “They
may not have the resources needed to properly process, prepare, handle and review all of

the necessary documents in the transaction,
resulting in the filing of a claim by the client.”
To download CNA’s business transaction
claim study, which includes a detailed guide
on mitigating risks, visit www.cnapro.com/
pdf/Investigating%20the%20Hidden%20
Risks%20of%20Business%20Transactions%20Practice.pdf
One or more of the CNA companies provide the products and/or services described.
The information is intended to present a
general overview for illustrative purposes
only. It is not intended to constitute a binding
contract. Please remember that only the relevant insurance policy can provide the actual
terms, coverages, amounts, conditions and
exclusions for an insured. All products and
services may not be available in all states
and may be subject to change without notice. CNA is a registered trademark of CNA
Financial Corporation. Copyright © 2012
CNA. All rights reserved.
CNA offers some steps lawyers can
take to minimize the risk of a claim:
• Don’t rely solely upon a client’s
representations.
• Document the scope and specifications of the engagement.
• In multi-party representations, thoroughly discuss with all parties the
potential for conflicts to develop
and document these discussions.
• Prepare and execute comprehensive
written conflict waivers.
• Regularly discuss the clients’ understanding of the attorney’s relationship with all parties to the transaction and document these discussions.
• Act swiftly to correct misconceptions concerning whom the attorney
represents and to whom the duty of
loyalty, as well as fiduciary obligations, are owed.
• Do not give legal advice to nonclients, or inadvertently create or give rise to the mistaken
belief that an attorney-client
relationship exists. ■

Two MBA members appointed
Continued from page 11

•

Gov. Deval Patrick. In addition,
Boland formerly served on the
MBA Board of Delegates. Boland graduated from the University of Chicago Law School in
1988.
Gloria Cordes Larson is the
president of Bentley University
in Waltham. Larson was elected
president in 2007 and is the first
woman to hold the position. Former co-chair of the Government
Strategies Group at Foley Hoag
LLP, Larson also led a business
advisory cabinet for Gov. Deval
Patrick and served as co-chair
of his transition team in 2006.
In addition, Larson served under Massachusetts Gov. William
Weld as secretary of Economic
Affairs from 1993 to 1996 and
secretary of Consumer Affairs
and Business Regulation from
1991 to 1993. Larson graduated
from the University of Virginia
School of Law. ■
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healthcare law

MEDICAL

Health Care Consumer Law

Experienced
Forensic Toxicologist

Has someone you know been denied
health insurance benefits?
Clare McGorrian can
help. Attorney
McGorrian has
successfully challenged
the denial of health
coverage in multiple
cases. She also counsels clients before a
coverage problem arises -- for example,
in the event of divorce. Her expertise
includes federal employee benefits law
(ERISA), health insurance laws, health
reform initiatives and government
programs such as Medicare.
In addition to health care matters, Attorney
McGorrian accepts Social Security disability cases,
which she has won at the administrative appeal
and court levels. She also offers representation in
private disability insurance disputes.

CLARE D. McGORRIAN
Consumer Health Law Counsel
(781) 391-5405
877-302-5405 (toll free)
info@cdmhealthcounsel.com
www.healthbenefitslaw.com

motor vehicle law

Medical & Law School
Teaching Experience –
Excellent Communicator

David M. Benjamin, Ph.D.

617-969-1393

Email: medlaw@doctorbenjamin.com
Website: www.doctorbenjamin.com
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Looking for
an experieNCed
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& Vehicular
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YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION

Benefit corporations:
A new form of doing business in Massachusetts
By Bryan C. Natale

On Aug. 7, 2012, Gov. Deval Patrick
signed House Bill No. 4352 into law, thereby establishing the Massachusetts Benefit
Corporation Act and adding Chapter 156E
to the Massachusetts General Laws. With
the introduction of Chapter 156E, Massachusetts became the eleventh state to adopt
the establishment of this new type of corporate entity, along with California, Hawaii,
Illinois, Maryland, Louisiana, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Vermont and Virginia. Effective Dec. 1,
2012, Massachusetts entities may incorporate as benefit corporations or convert to
benefit corporations.
The intent of the newly adopted legislation is to provide a for-profit corporate
framework that supports the developing
movement of business concerned with societal benefit, impact investing and social
enterprise. Benefit corporations are similar
to traditional for-profit corporations but they
differ in one important respect. While directors and officers of traditional for-profit corporations must focus primarily on maximizing shareholder value, the directors and officers of benefit corporations are also charged
with the duty to consider the social and environmental impacts of their corporate decision-making. Importantly, the benefit corporation model offers broad legal protection to
directors and officers, expands shareholder
rights, and provides an alternative corporate
form to attract capital from socially-minded
entrepreneurs and investors.1
The major characteristics of the benefit
corporation form are: a requirement that a
benefit corporation must have a corporate
purpose of creating “general public bene-

fit;”2 an expansion of the duties of directors
to require consideration of non-financial
stakeholders as well as the financial interests
of shareholders; and an obligation to report
on its overall social and environmental performance using a comprehensive, credible
and independent third-party standard. General public benefit is defined as a “material,
positive impact on society and the environment, taken as a whole, as assessed against a
third-party standard, from the business and
operations of a benefit corporation.3
To establish a benefit corporation in
Massachusetts, an entity would organize under Chapter 156A (the professional corporation statute) or Chapter 156D (the business
corporation statute) and clearly reference in
the Articles of Organization their election
to be a benefit corporation in the following
manner:
1. In Article II of the Articles of Organization, a clear reference that it is a benefit
corporation by stating that the entity is
to be a benefit corporation or that “the
corporation shall have the purpose of
creating a general public benefit.” The
corporation may also identify specific
public benefits that it aims to create,
however, listing those alone is not sufficient.
2. In Article VIII, benefit corporations
shall designate one director as their
benefit director, whose duty is to oversee and report on the corporation’s
public benefit goals. In addition, the
person named as benefit director must
be independent (i.e. he or she may not
be simultaneously named to any other
positions in the corporation, such as
president, treasurer, employee, etc.).
3. In Article VIII, the benefit corpora-

Bryan C. Natale
is a graduate of Suffolk
University Law School,
where he received his
Juris Doctor and Boston
College, where he
received his Bachelor
of Science. A native of Woburn and currently
residing in Boston, Natale is the Essex County
Director for the Massachusetts Bar Association
Young Lawyers Division. He practices business/
corporate transactional law at the law firm of
Glovsky & Glovsky LLC, located in Beverly.

tion may designate one person as their
benefit officer. This person may be the
same person as the benefit director.4
One of the critical responsibilities of
the benefit director is to prepare an annual
shareholder’s report outlining how well the
benefit corporation met its goals of impacting the general public benefit, as well as any
specific benefits it may have identified in its
Articles of Organization.5 The shareholder’s
report shall include the items set forth under
Chapter 156E, Section 11(c) of the Massachusetts General Laws. Benefit corporations
are also required under the new law to issue
an annual benefit report to its shareholders,
post the annual report to its public website,
and deliver a copy to the Secretary of the
commonwealth.6
In addition to incorporation of new benefit corporations, Chapter 156E allows for
the conversion of existing domestic profit
and professional corporations to the benefit corporation status by filing Articles of

Amendment in order to amend their Articles
of Organization and to include the requisite
purpose clause referenced above. In order to
convert, however, the corporation will need
to obtain a two-thirds vote of the holders of
each outstanding class of shares.7
Finally, a benefit corporation may terminate its status as a benefit corporation by
simply amending its Articles of Organization to delete the general public and/or public benefits identified in the purpose clause.8
Last month marked the effective date
of businesses beginning to incorporate as
benefit corporations or converting to benefit
corporation status. Since benefit corporations must meet the needs of entrepreneurs,
investors, consumers and policy makers interested in using the power of business to
benefit social and environmental problems,
the development of this new, flexible legal
entity in Massachusetts should be exciting
in the coming years. ■
1.

See Benefit Corp Information Center, White Paper – The
Need and Rationale for the Benefit Corporation: Why It Is
The Legal Form That Best Addresses The Needs Of Social
Entrepreneurs, Investors, and, Ultimately, The Public
(January 26, 2012), available at http://benefitcorp.net/
for-attorneys/benefit-corp-white-paper.

2.

Id.

3.

Id.

4.

See Massachusetts General Laws (“M.G.L.”), Chapter
156E, Sections 4 and 5; See also Secretary of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Corporations
Division. Benefit Corporations – New Legislation,
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 156E, Effective
December 1, 2012, available at http://www.sec.state.
ma.us/cor/corpdf/Notice%20regarding%20Benefit%20
Corporations.pdf.

5.

See M.G.L., Chapter 156E, Section 11(c).

6.

Id. at Section 15(a) and (b).

7.

Id. at Section 5.

8.

Id. at Section 6.
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Changes to court rules and amendments effective Jan. 1
By Tara E. Lynch

Effective Jan. 1, 2013, there are several
amendments to the Superior Court Rules,
Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure, and
Supreme Court Rules, as well as the addition
of Rule 30B to the Superior Court Rules. The
following provides a brief overview of the
new rule and amendments.

Changes to the Superior
Court Rules
New Superior Court Rule 30B

New Superior Court Rule 30B, titled “Certification of Expert Disclosures,” provides, in
relevant part: “In addition to the signature of
the party, every disclosure called for by Mass.
R. Civ. P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i) … shall be signed by
the expert so disclosed … ”
With this new rule, interrogatories propounded pursuant to Massachusetts Rule of
Civil Procedure 26(b)(4)(A)(i) — seeking information regarding experts — will now need
to be signed, or “certified,” by the identified
expert.
On its face, the new rule is silent as to
what effect, if any, it will have upon cases
pending during the rule change. Attorneys
may consider supplementing previously answered interrogatories with an expert signature to ensure compliance with new Rule 30B.

Tara E. Lynch is an
associate at Hassett
& Donnelly, PC in
Worcester, where her
practice focuses on
liability defense litigation.
She received her J.D.,
magna cum laude, from Syracuse University.
Admitted in Massachusetts and New York, she is an
active member of the Massachusetts Bar Association,
where she serves on the Board of Directors of the
Young Lawyers Division.
At a minimum, attorneys should be mindful of
this change with regard to interrogatories propounded after or due on or after Jan. 1, 2013.

Amendment to Superior
Court Rule 9A(b)(5)(ii)
Effective Jan. 1, 2013, there is a minor
revision to Superior Court Rule 9A(b)(5)(ii)
regarding summary judgment oppositions.
Under the old Rule 9A(b)(5)(ii), an opposing party was required to “reprint the moving party’s statement of material facts and …
set forth a response to each directly below the
appropriate numbered paragraph.” Under the
new Rule 9A(b)(5)(ii), an opposing party has
the same obligation, but must amplify their

response by “including, if the response relies on opposing evidence, page or paragraph
references” to supporting “evidentiary documents.”

Changes to the
Massachusetts Rules
Civil Procedure

of

Also effective Jan. 1, 2013, are several
amendments to the Massachusetts Rules of
Civil Procedure 5(a), 54(c), and 55(b)(2).
This group of amendments was enacted
in response to the Supreme Judicial Court’s
decision in Hermanson v. Szafarowicz, 457
Mass. 39 (2010). That case dealt with the
conflict between M.G.L. c. 231, §13B, which
limits a plaintiff’s ability to demand a specific
monetary judgment in a complaint, and Rule
54(c), which provides that a default judgment
shall not exceed the amount prayed for in the
demand for judgment. The court in Hermanson found that there was an irreconcilable difference between the statute and the rule, and
found that the statute applied.
Under the old Rule 54(c), a default judgment could not be “different in kind from or
exceed in amount that prayed for in the demand for judgment.” (Emphasis added.)
Amended Rule 54(c) revises that language
to eliminate a direct conflict with M.G.L. c.
231, § 13B. The amended rule provides that

“[a] judgment by default shall not be different in kind from that prayed for in the demand
for judgment. If only damages that are a sum
certain or a sum which can by computation be
made certain are demanded, a judgment by
default shall not exceed the amount demanded.” The final clause of Rule 54(c) remains
unchanged.
Amended Rule 55(b)(2) also relates to
motions for default judgment. Under the former rule, if the party against whom default is
sought had appeared in the action, written notice of the application for judgment needed to
be served upon that party at least seven days
prior to the hearing on such application.
Under the rule as amended, a potentially
defaulting party is afforded more protection.
The relevant new language provides that “[t]
he court shall not conduct a hearing unless
the party entitled to judgment by default has
provided notice to all other parties.” This appears to apply regardless of whether such
party has appeared in the action. The rule goes
on to provide that such notice shall “include
a statement setting forth the nature and type
of all damages requested and the amount of
any damages that are a sum certain or a sum
which can by computation be made certain.”
The amended rule further provides that such
notice should be sent by first-class mail at
Continued on next page
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least 14 days prior to the date of the hearing
to the last known address of the party against
which default is sought.
Former Rule 5(a) provided, in part, that no
service need be made on any party in default.
To maintain consistency with the modifications noted above, the amended Rule 5(a) adds
the language “except as otherwise provided in
Rule 55(b)(2) with regard to notice of hearing
on the amount of damages.”

15

Changes to the Supreme Judicial Court Rules
Lastly, there are two changes to the Supreme Judicial Court Rules, both effective
Jan. 1, 2013, and both contained within the
Massachusetts Rules of Professional Conduct.
Massachusetts Rule of Professional Conduct 1.5(b) formerly provided that the scope
of representation and information regarding
fees and expenses shall be communicated to

the client, “preferably in writing.” The
amendment to the rule now requires that
such information “shall” be communicated in writing within a reasonable time of
commencing the representation. The exception for lawyers who charge a “regularly represented client on the same basis
or rate” remains intact under the amendment.
Massachusetts Rule of Professional
Conduct 6.5 has been amended to reflect
that an attorney providing short-term lim-

ited legal services to a client under a program sponsored by a non-profit organization or court is not subject to Massachusetts Rule of Professional Conduct 1.5(b),
discussed above.
For links to the full text of the former and amended rules, including
Reporter’s Notes, attorneys should
consult the Massachusetts Law Updates from the Massachusetts Trial
Court Law Libraries, available at
masslawlib.blogspot.com. ■
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Reasonable accommodation requests in the housing context
Y oung lawyer p rac t ice assis t ing disabled clien t s in H ousing C our t
By Michael J. Moloney

An interesting challenge, not only for a
young attorney but also any advocate who
practices housing law, is handling cases involving tenants with disabilities. Several
laws prohibit housing discrimination based
on a person’s disability, most notably Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29
U.S.C. § 794, Title VIII of the Federal Civil
Rights Act of 1968, codified at 42 U.S.C. §
301 (The Fair Housing Act), and the Massachusetts Housing Bill of Rights for People
with Disabilities, G.L. c. 151B. Under these
laws, a person with a disability is defined as
an individual who has a physical or mental
impairment that substantially limits one or
more major life activities, has a record of
such impairment, or is regarded as having
such impairment. A person with a disability
under this definition is entitled to a reasonable accommodation to assist in accessing
proper housing or in preserving a tenancy. A
landlord’s obligation to provide a reasonable
accommodation to an individual with a disability exists at all stages of the tenancy, and
a refusal to make such an accommodation is
discrimination under the law.
The process of reaching an accommodation is an interactive one, with the obligation
to accommodate a disabled tenant triggered
not by a request for a specific accommodation, but rather by the landlord’s knowledge
of the disability. There are, therefore, no

magic words that are required to initiate the
process of formulating a reasonable accommodation. Consequently, merely informing
the landlord of the existence of a qualifying
disability and putting the landlord on notice that the tenant requires a change in the
landlord’s policies or procedures qualifies as
a request reasonable accommodation. Boston Housing Authority v. Bridgewaters, 452
Mass. 833, 847 (2009).
Although a formal request is not a requirement, it is, as a practical matter, the
most effective way for an advocate to initiate
the accommodation process. The landlord
then has a duty to either approve the accommodation or deny the request if the accommodation is either unreasonable or fails to
eliminate a direct threat that the tenant poses
to the health and safety of others. In denying a proposed accommodation, the landlord must articulate the specific grounds on
which the denial is based.
Reasonable accommodations are discerned and resolved on a case-by-case basis. An accommodation is “reasonable” if it
will not fundamentally alter the nature of a
service, program, or activity, or impose an
undue financial or administrative burden on
the landlord. In determining whether an accommodation imposes an undue administrative or financial burden, courts examine the
overall costs and benefits of the requested
modification. If the costs are reasonable in
light of the anticipated benefits and the bur-

Michael J. Moloney
was admitted to practice
in Massachusetts,
Connecticut and in the
United States District
Court, District of
Massachusetts. He is a
graduate of Roger Williams University School of Law
and Sacred Heart University. A native of Worcester,
Moloney is the Worcester County Director for the
Massachusetts Bar Association Young Lawyers
Division. He practices law as an AmeriCorps Attorney
with the Justice Center of Southeast Massachusetts, a
subsidiary of South Coastal Counties Legal Services,
Inc. and handles cases in Brockton, Fall River and
New Bedford.
dens imposed are not excessive, the refusal
to provide an accommodation constitutes
discrimination. Further, where a requested
accommodation is unreasonable, a landlord
must consider other reasonable options that
would enable the individual to achieve an
equal opportunity prior to issuing a decision
of termination or denial. See City Wide Assocs. v. Penfield, 409 Mass. 140 (1991).
A key provision of the law that must be
noted and understood by advocates for either
the landlord or the tenant, is that discrimination protections do not apply to any individual whose tenancy would constitute a “direct
threat to the health or safety of other indi-

viduals, or whose tenancy would result in
substantial physical damage to the property of others”. See, 42 U.S.C. § 3604(f)
(9) 24 C.F.R. § 100.202 [Title VIII]; 24
C.F.R. § 8.3 [Section 504]. A person
however, cannot be excluded on the basis of threat unless it can be shown that
the person poses a direct threat based on
objective evidence rather than assumptions, subjective fears, or speculations. In
Bridgewaters, the court held that, “before
a federally assisted public housing authority … may lawfully evict a disabled
tenant who requests a reasonable accommodation as posing a threat to others, it
must either demonstrate the failure of an
accommodation instituted at the request
of the tenant, or demonstrate that no reasonable accommodation will acceptably
minimize the risk the tenant poses to other residents.”452 Mass. at 842.
Knowing the legal skills of requesting
a reasonable accommodation in a housing case can be a useful tool for a young
attorney who is representing either a
landlord or a tenant. Both sides need to
be proactive when attempting to accommodate the needs of a tenant with a disability. If a reasonable accommodation
can be made to afford the tenant an equal
opportunity to use and enjoy the dwelling, the accommodation should be made
in order to allow the tenant the full benefits of the tenancy. ■

C ivil L i t iga t ion

What’s new in animal law?
By Kara Holmquist

Massachusetts has historically been on
the forefront of animal protection. In 1641,
the first law in the nation to protect animals
was included in our “Body of Liberties.” Today, the commonwealth consistently is in the
top tier — as high as fourth — in rankings
comparing all 50 states and the District of
Columbia on a wide range of animal protection laws; a rating likely to go even higher as
a result of the most recent legislative session.
In the past few years, Massachusetts has
increased the penalties for animal abuse and
strengthened its animal fighting laws. Last
session, a pet trust statute was enacted and a
requirement that antifreeze sold at retail contain a bitter-tasting agent to deter animal and
human ingestion. There have also been two
animal-related ballot questions passed in recent history, one restricting body-gripping
traps for furbearing animals and another
outlawing greyhound racing. New statutes,
pending legislation and case law provide a
lot of material for discussion about the impact of the law on animals and the people
who care for them.
The Animal Law Practice Group of the
Massachusetts Bar Association’s Civil Litigation Section was formed to provide a forum for education and the open exchange
of ideas and experiences about legal issues

concerning the treatment of all animals,
the protections offered to animals, and the
rights and responsibilities of people who
have an interest in the animals. The ALPG
was formed in response to a growing number
of cases and statutes, and increasing public
and practical interest. Currently, there are
142 law schools in the U.S. and Canada that
have offered a course in animal law and 39
state and regional bar association animal law
sections and committees, including an Animal Law Committee within the American
Bar Association. The ALPG holds quarterly
meetings discussing developing areas of animal law. Past topics have included the awarding of noneconomic damages for injuries to
animals, the new pet trust statute, laws and
regulations pertaining to animals and biomedical research, housing issues and pets,
and pending legislation to end the intense
confinement of certain farm animals. New
members are welcome to join this group.
On Oct. 31, 2012, after more than six
years of discussion in the legislature, perhaps the most comprehensive animal protection legislation ever passed in Massachusetts
went into effect. Chapter 193 of the Acts of
2012 will improve the welfare of animals
in the commonwealth in a myriad of ways.
Supported by a coalition of animal control
officers, veterinarians, animal welfare advocates, animal health officials and others, the
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bill primarily updated the laws in Chapter
140 that govern the framework for animal
control. Several decades had passed since
any significant revisions had been made to
these laws that cover how municipalities
handle stray, dangerous and injured dogs,
kennels, licensing, euthanasia methods, animal health and more. These laws were outdated and did not reflect the nature of animal
control in our cities and towns today or the
relationship we have with animals in current
society. In addition, these laws did not offer effective protection to the public — a key
function of animal control.
In addition to the updates to Chapter 140,
the new law creates a statewide Homeless
Animal Prevention and Care Fund, funded
with voluntary contributions citizens can
make when filing taxes starting this upcoming tax season. The fund, administered by
the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources (MDAR) with the assistance

of a five-member advisory committee, will
pay for spay and neuter surgeries and vaccinations for animals, as well as training for
animal control officers. Unfortunately, there
are still too many animals, particularly cats,
who are free roaming or in animals shelters
and animal control facilities across the state.
The fund will not only save animal lives, it
will reduce costs municipalities incur from
handling homeless animals.
Animal control officers are often on the
front line protecting citizens and the animals
they encounter. The fund will provide these
officers with the training they need to protect animals and the public with courses on
safe animal handling, effective enforcement
of animal control laws, disease prevention,
disaster planning and other key areas. This
training, provided through the fund per new
Section 151C of Chapter 140 will be mandated once sufficient funding is accumulated. Rules and regulations will be established
by the MDAR pursuant to Section 51 of the
Act that will govern the training.
Section 11 of Chapter 209A was adopted as an amendment in the Massachusetts
Senate and allows courts to include pets in
domestic abuse prevention and harassment
orders thereby ensuring protection to both
human and animal victims of domestic violence. One study revealed that up
18
to 40 percent of domestic violence
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Responding to Chapter 93a demand letters in product liability cases
By Holly M. Polglase and
Kevin P. Polansky

In Massachusetts, manufacturers, distributors, suppliers and retailers face the
grave reality that a product liability lawsuit
brought against them will almost always include a cause of action under G.L. c. 93A,
§§ 2 & 9. The application of this law to
personal injury lawsuits involving products
stems from the Supreme Judicial Court’s decision inMaillet v. ATF-Davidson Co., 407
Mass. 185, 193 (1990), which held that “[g]
enerally, a breach of warranty constitutes a
violation of G.L. c. 93A, § 2.” Id. The addition of a G.L. c. 93A claim to a product
liability case increases the stakes both for
plaintiffs and for defendants (and their insurers). Under G.L. c. 93A, § 9, defendants
are faced with the task of evaluating a case
prior to litigation, and before discovery has
been completed, based upon minimal information, in order to make a “reasonable”
settlement offer within 30 days of receiving
a demand letter. The consequences for failing to do so appropriately are no less than
the potential doubling or trebling of damages. Worse yet, the Supreme Judicial Court
held recently in Rhodes v. AIG Domestic
Claims, Inc., 461 Mass. 486 (2012), that
a plaintiff may recover the original tort or
contract judgment and up to three times that
judgment amount under chapter 93A on the
unfair and deceptive practices claim (either
a breach of warranty claim or a bad faith settlement claim), for a total recovery to plaintiff of up to four times the original tort/contract judgment, plus attorneys’ fees. G.L.
c. 93A, § 9(3); Rhodes, 461 Mass. At 505.
Mishandling the matter during the pre-suit
demand letter stage can have severe ramifications on the potential damages and may
dictate whether the case will be ultimately
settled or tried and, if it is to be settled, for
how much.

The Demand Letter
Section 9 of G.L. c. 93A requires that
the plaintiff serve a demand letter on any
“prospective defendant” 30 days prior to filing suit. The purpose of the demand letter
is two-fold.
First, it encourages settlement negotiations by notifying the prospective defendant/insurer of claims arising from his allegedly unlawful conduct and thereby reducing
the amount of litigation. See Casavant v.
Norwegian Cruise Line Ltd., 460 Mass. 500,
505 (2011). Second, it may limit the amount
of damages recoverable by the plaintiff if he
prevails in his claim under c. 93A. Slaney
v. Westwood Auto, Inc., 366 Mass. 688, 689
(1975).
The demand letter is a prerequisite to
suit, which must be alleged and proved by
the plaintiff. Spring v. Geriatric Authority of
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Holyoke, 394 Mass. 274, 287 (1985); York
v. Sullivan, 369 Mass. 157, 163 (1975). A
proper demand letter must contain certain
language which will apprise the recipient
that the letter seeks relief under chapter
93A. Cassano v. Goqos, 20 Mass. App. Ct.
348, 350 (1985). The Cassano court listed
the following options, any one of which
will satisfy the requirement that the letter
characterize the claim as one under Chapter
93A:
1. Any express reference to c. 93A;
2. Any express reference to the consumer
protection act;
3. Any assertion that the rights of the
plaintiffs as consumers have been violated;
4. Any assertion that the defendant has
acted in an unfair manner (G.L. c. 93A,
§2[a]);
5. Any reference that the plaintiffs anticipate a settlement offer within thirty
days; or
6. Any assertion that the plaintiff will
pursue multiple damages and legal expenses should relief be denied. Id.
The demand letter must also reasonably describe the unfair or deceptive
act(s) alleged. Richards v. Arteva Specialties S.A.R.L., 66 Mass. App. Ct. 726, 731
(2006). For instance, the plaintiff’s failure to
identify a particular statute or regulation in
the demand letter, the violation of which the
plaintiff claims is a breach of 93A, will foreclose recovery as a matter of law. Entrialgo

v. Twin City Dodge, Inc., 368 Mass. 812
(1975); Bressel v. Jolicoeur, 34 Mass, App.
Ct. 205, 211 (1993). A demand letter which
includes only conclusory statements alleging that the defendant acted in bad faith, but
fails to articulate specific unfair or deceptive
acts provides an insufficient basis for the recovery of 93A damages. Lingis v. Waisbren,
Jr. , 75 Mass. App. Ct. 464, 468 (2009); Skarupski v. Webman, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 1127,
*2 (2009) (unpublished decision).
Thus, it is essential that the demand letter
contain a definite description of the “injury
suffered and the relief demanded in a manner that provides the prospective defendant
with an opportunity to review the facts and
the law involved to see if the requested relief
should be granted or denied and enables him
to make a reasonable tender of settlement.”
Casavant, 460 Mass. at 505 (quoting Spring,
394 Mass. at 288) (internal quotations omitted). However, the demand letter need not
identify every specific unfair or deceptive
violation alleged, so long as the letter provides the defendant with reasonable notice
of the injuries suffered by those actions. Id.
at 506. The letter must set forth the actual
injuries suffered in sufficient detail to permit the defendant reasonably to ascertain
its potential exposure. Generally, although
not specifically required, it would be prudent for a plaintiff to state a specific figure
representing the amount of damages sought.
Simas v. House of Cabinets, Inc., 53 Mass.
App. Ct. 131, 140 (2001); Thorpe v. Mutual
of Omaha Ins. Co., 984 F.2d 541, 544 (1st
Cir. 1993); Spring, 394 Mass. at 288.

The Response Letter
A defendant’s best opportunity to
limit its c. 93A damages arises at the
time it responds to the demand letter. There
are three significant benefits to making a
reasonable tender of settlement in response
to the demand: (1) the damages recoverable
by a plaintiff may be limited to the amount
of the defendant’s tender if the plaintiff rejects the settlement offer and if the court
finds that the tender was reasonable “in relation to the injury actually suffered by the
plaintiff”; (2) the court’s ability to award
double or treble damages maybe restricted;
and (3) attorneys’ fees and costs which are
otherwise automatic upon a finding of a c.
93A violation, incurred after the rejection
of a reasonable offer, will not be awarded.
However, if the defendant (or its insurer in a
bad faith settlement claim) fails to respond
to the letter or makes an unreasonable settlement offer, then, in addition to the greater
of actual damages or $25.00, G.L. c. 93A,
§ 9(3), “authorizes the judge to award up
to three, but not less than two, times the
amount of actual damages if he finds a wilful or knowing violation of c. 93A, § 2, or
that the refusal to grant relief on demand

was made in bad faith with knowledge or
reason to know that the practice complained
of violated [section] 2.” Heller v. Silverbranch Const. Corp., 376 Mass. 621, 626
(1978).
A defendant’s response to the demand
letter must be made within 30 days of its
“mailing or delivery” or within such other
time as the plaintiff may agree to permit.
Mass. G.L. c. 93A, §9(3); York, 369 Mass.
at 163-164. In York, the court determined
that the 30 day requirement was not a jurisdictional requirement and thus, the plaintiff
could agree to waive it. York, 369 Mass. at
163. Further, should the plaintiff refuse or
deny a defendant’s request for an extension
of time to investigate and prepare a response,
a defendant may make an application to the
court for additional time. Id.at 164.
There is no requirement that the defendant/insurer offer anything so long as such
a null offer is reasonable in relation to the
information at hand. G.L. c. 93A, § 9(3).
Whether the offer was reasonable is a question of fact to be determined in light of “all
the attendant facts and circumstances” at
the time the offer was made. Patry v. Harmony Homes, Inc., 10 Mass. App. Ct. 1, 6
(1980); see Kohl v. Silver Lake Motors, Inc.,
369 Mass. 795, 799 (1976). The defendant
seeking to take advantage “of the statutory
limitation of damages appearing in § 9(3)
has the burden of proving” that its offer was
reasonable in relation to the injury actually
suffered. Kohl, 369 Mass. at 799.

The Investigation
Upon receipt of a demand letter which
contains little or no explanation of the
plaintiff’s allegations, the defendant cannot
simply respond that it has insufficient information to evaluate the claim and therefore,
must deny it. The defendant has the duty
to take affirmative steps “to investigate the
facts and consider the legal precedents.”
Heller, 376 Mass. at 627-628; see Burnham
v. Mark IV Homes, Inc., 387 Mass. 575, 583
(1982). The defendant’s failure to undertake and document this investigation in its
response letter will place the defendant in
peril of a double or treble damages award
when the court objectively reviews the circumstances surrounding the denial of the
claim. The defendant’s response should (1)
set forth the evidence available to it through
diligent investigation and (2) state the specific reasons that, based upon this evidence,
the defendant is either denying the claim or
making the offer proffered.
In traditional contract and fraud type
cases, the defendant quite often has nearly
all of the information it needs to conduct a
diligent investigation. However, in the product liability context much of the information
the defendant needs is often in the
19
exclusive control of the plaintiff.
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Electricity: good or service?
By Robert M. Granger

The Uniform Commercial Code governs
the sale of “goods,” as distinguished from the
sale of services, which is governed by other
statutory or case law. Under the UCC, a good
is any “tangible thing” that is “moveable.”
In addition to manufactured products, goods
include — among other things — growing
crops and timber, the unborn young of animals, and minerals. However, courts across
the United States are split on whether electricity constitutes a good under the UCC.
Courts holding that electricity is a good

tend to use a simple analysis of the definition
of “goods” under the UCC. The UCC defines
“goods” as “all things … which are movable
at the time of identification to the contract for
sale.” Parsing this definition, these courts find
electricity to be a “thing movable” which is
identifiable when measured by the customer’s
electric meter.
Courts on the other side of the divide generally hold that the provision of electricity is
a service, not the sale of a good. Historically,
electricity has been manufactured or generated as needed, transmitted over high voltage
lines to population centers, and then distributed over lower voltage lines to individual
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customers. All of these functions were often
performed by a single vertically integrated
electric utility company. Courts holding that
that electricity is a service tend to focus on

the transmission and distribution of electricity, i.e., the delivery of the electricity over
wires, instead of the electricity itself.
The applicability of the UCC could significantly impact or even determine the outcome of a case involving the sale of electricity. For example, the UCC imposes a
four-year statute of limitations on actions,
as compared to Massachusetts’ general contract and tort statutes of limitation, which are
six years and three years, respectively. Other
significant differences between the UCC and
the otherwise applicable law include the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose; and the doctrine
18
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What’s new in animal law?
Continued from page 15
victims don’t leave or delay leaving their
abusers because they are concerned about
what will happen to their pets when they
leave. Another study found that 71 percent
of women entering women’s shelters reported that their batterer had injured, maimed,
killed or threatened family pets for revenge
or to psychologically control victims. Massachusetts joins 22 other states with such a
provision.
An amendment by the Massachusetts
House of Representatives added detailed parameters relating to the outdoor confinement
and tethering of dogs, including limitations
on the type and length of tether. A provision
in this section prohibits “cruel conditions”
Electricity: good or service?
Continued from page 16
of adequate assurances, which allows an insecure party, whether buyer or seller, to demand
adequate assurances of performance from the
other party.
Massachusetts appellate courts have yet to
address directly whether electricity is a good
under the UCC. A 1995 Massachusetts Superior Court case ruled that electricity is not a good
on policy grounds. The court was “troubled by
the sweeping implications that this analysis
may have on public utilities.” It left to the legislature “the decision to expose public utilities
to liability for their ‘products.’”
Electric utility companies in Massachusetts at that time were vertically integrated:
they engaged not only in the transmission and
distribution of electricity but also its generation and its sale. The sale of electricity and its
delivery to the customer were bundled and provided as monopoly services at rates regulated
by the Department of Public Utilities (DPU).
Two years later, however, the Massachusetts legislature deregulated the sale of electricity. Electric companies subsequently divested
themselves of their generation facilities and
became distribution (or “wires-only”) companies. A customer can now choose to purchase
electricity from a competitive supplier at rates

defined as filthy and dirty confinement conditions including, but not limited to, exposure to excessive animal waste, garbage,
dirty water, noxious odors, or dangerous
objects or other circumstances that could
cause harm to a dog’s physical or emotional
health. This will give animal control officers
additional tools to resolve problem situations that may not rise to a criminal offense
under Chapter 272, but nonetheless should
be remedied.
A comprehensive dangerous dog statute
included in this Act has procedures to identify dangerous dogs, actions to prevent dog
bites (restraint, muzzling, confinement and
others) and strong fines if owners don’t comply. The American Bar Association House of
Delegates this summer passed Resolution
100 opposing breed discriminatory legisla-

tion and pointed out flaws in such policies.
While a few local officials have argued to
keep the small number of ordinances in
our state that were based on breed, there is
widespread agreement among experts that
focusing on breed isn’t effective; simply,
as pointed out in the ABA report, there is
no scientific evidence to show that laws
targeting dogs based on their looks has decreased the incidence of dog bites in any
community.
There are many other improvements.
If a stray is euthanized, it must be done
in a humane manner. Lost animals must
be scanned for a microchip to increase
chances of reunification with the animal’s
family. The term “dog officer” was finally changed to “animal control officer” to
reflect that many officers handle cats and

wildlife, not just dogs. The state can now
appoint an animal control officer if a city
or town fails to do so. A law passed in the
1980s, designed to ensure animals adopted from municipal or private shelters are
spayed or neutered, was also updated and
strengthened.
Animal control officers and municipal
officials are in the process of adjusting to
parts of the new framework. Unfortunately, having so many antiquated statutes now
may require significant amendments to
town and city bylaws. It will be important
to ensure that such a long time does not
pass again before these statutes are evaluated and updated, to ensure these statutes
to protect animals and the public remain
effective and that Massachusetts remains a
leader in animal protection. ■

that are not regulated by the DPU. Distribution
companies continue to provide transmission
and distribution of electricity. They also act as
default suppliers, selling electricity to consumers who do not choose a competitive supplier.
A consumer’s electric bill is itemized and includes separate charges for transmission and
distribution services and electric energy usage.
In 2009, the Massachusetts Appeals Court
held that electricity is a “personal chattel” (or
personal moveable property) which may be
subject to larceny because it may be stored
and conveyed. Commonwealth v. Catalano, 74
Mass. App. Ct. 580, 584 (2009). The Appeals
Court also found that the quantity of electricity
consumption is measurable and its value may
be subject to testimony and exhibits. This case
supports a finding that electricity is a “thing
which is moveable.” After all electricity moves
from the generation facilities where it is produced over transmission and distribution lines
to the customer’s meter. The court’s holding
that electricity is measureable also supports a
finding that electricity can be identified at the
meter at the time of sale.
Even more recently, in 2010, the bankruptcy court for the District of Massachusetts
held that electricity is a good under the UCC.
In re Erving Industries, Inc., 432 B.R. 350, 370
(Bankr. D. Mass. 2010). Citing theCatalano
case as well as cases from other jurisdictions,

the court held that electricity is both “property” and a “product” and easily meets the
“movability” requirement, which distinguishes
goods from real property. The court identified
the issue under the UCC as whether the electricity is movable at the time it is identified to
the contract, i.e., when it is measured by the
meter. Some courts have concluded that electricity is consumed at the time it is identified
by the meter and is therefore no longer movable. However, the Massachusetts bankruptcy
court held that that electricity does not cease
to exist when it reaches the meter, but passes
through it and remains movable through the
customer’s wiring until it is ultimately put to
use. Therefore the Massachusetts bankruptcy
court held that electricity is a good under the
UCC.
The debtor in Erving Industriesargued
that the electricity supplier did not sell anything but merely provided a service. The court
emphasized that the electricity supplier was a
competitive supplier and not a provider of monopoly services. As such it was not a “utility”
and was not subject to government regulation.
Also, the electricity supplier did not generate the electricity but resold electricity it purchased from others.
As a result of the regulatory structure in
Massachusetts, consumers have “retail choice”
such as the option of purchasing electricity

from competitive suppliers. In fact, even
if a Massachusetts consumer opts to purchase electricity directly from the distribution company, the electricity supplied will
probably be purchased by the electric company from a competitive supplier. Distribution companies own few, if any, generating
facilities. They purchase most of the electricity they sell and distribute to customers.
Given the deregulation of the electric
industry in Massachusetts, and the current
state of the law, it can be argued that the
UCC should apply to the sale of electricity,
at least in cases where Massachusetts law
governs.
Until the appellate courts address
whether electricity is a good or a service,
however, parties cannot be certain whether
the UCC will apply. Attorneys representing buyers and sellers of electricity in the
meantime should be prepared to argue
whether electricity is a good or a service.
Likewise, until the courts definitively determine whether the UCC applies to sales
of electricity, parties negotiating electricity
sales contracts should consider including
provisions which address explicitly issues
such as statute of limitations, warranties,
adequate assurance and other differences
between the UCC and the otherwise applicable law. ■
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Lawyers on the move: steps to take before dancing with a lateral hire
B y W illiam C . S aturle y and
K enneth E . R ubinstein

Law firms hire laterally for numerous
reasons, such as the need to meet clients’
demands, or in an effort to create specialized practice groups within the firm. The
marketplace no longer discourages such
jumps, which makes it easier to conduct
such hiring. Commentators in this field
have identified three principal areas that
firms should thoroughly investigate during deliberations on whether to hire a
“lateral:”
Make sure your partner doesn’t
have two left feet. The decision to hire
a lateral, particularly if the lateral is coming in as a partner, must be considered as
a business decision, and analyzed in that
perspective, suggested Frederik Fontein
of Coregis Insurance Company in a paper
submitted to the Bar Association’s Standing Committee on Lawyers’ Professional
Liability. In other words, law firms must
conduct “due diligence.” He suggests the
following specific steps as part of the review process:
• Verify the apparent skills, and accuracy of credentials (such as academic
history), of the prospective new hire.
• Research both the disciplinary and
malpractice history of the individual.
• Interview others who have personal
knowledge of the attorney’s perfor-
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mance.
• Review recent work products of the
prospective hire. (Make sure the work
is that of the hire and not a supervised
associate).
• If the lateral is bringing business to

•
•
•

•

the firm, consider potential conflicts
of interest with existing clients. Also,
consider potential client relation
problems (do the fee arrangements
with the lateral’s clients conflict with
the firm’s standard arrangements?).
Evaluate whether the lateral’s clients
appear financially stable.
Define the lateral’s staffing expectations.
Make sure the criteria for determining
compensation has been thoroughly
explored and agreed upon.
Make sure the firm’s administrative
requirements (such as prior engagement letters, or compliance with assignment committee directives) will
be adhered to by the lateral.
Consider deferring full partnership
status to a lateral hire until a reasonable period of time has passed, to
allow further evaluation of the candidate; and then closely monitor performance during that period of time.

Frontein also suggests that, before
hiring a lateral partner, the following considerations be taken into account:
• Ascertain the medical history and
likely good health of the individual.
• If the firm requires disclosure of income tax returns from its existing
partners, consider requesting a return

and a personal financial statement
from the prospect.

Will your partner follow the rules of the
dance?
Lawyers (and firms) owe clients the
duty to represent them competently and
diligently. A law firm break-up can increase the difficulty of fulfilling these
duties, as when all lawyers with a particular expertise leave the firm, but a client with that type of business remains.
Similar difficulties can arise if the firm
hires to create a new practice group, but
has yet to determine its new attorneys’
ability to accomplish tasks in that area.
Moreover, the personal stress created
during a split-up might compromise an
attorney’s ability to render competent
legal services.
Clients’ financial interest must also
be protected. Some jurisdictions have
considered mandatory malpractice insurance coverage as a means to protect
clients’ interests during such transitional periods. There are also ethical issues
which arise between the lawyers at such
times. Partners have fiduciary duties to
each other which require full disclosure
of all issues affecting the partnership.
They also must account for all partnerContinued on next page
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LAYERS ON THE MOVE
Continued from page 18
ship property, and refrain from self-dealing.

Will you two-step your
way into trouble?
According to Kirk R. Hall, writing in LPL Review No. 3 (a publication of the ABA’s Standing Committee
on Lawyers Professional Liability), the
hiring firm should consider the following questions:
• What coverage does the firm’s malpractice policy provide to lateral

hires?
• Do the policies cover prior acts at
the old firm?
• What about vicarious liability for
claims against the old firm?
• Should the firm offer this type of
coverage to lateral hires at all?
Hiring firms often request a special
endorsement to provide “tail” coverage
for their new hire, especially where the
prior firm has gone out of business. This

can be quite costly; it effectively means
the new firm is broadening its insurance
coverage to cover the lateral hire’s old
firm activities, but is paying the entire
coverage premium. Claims made under
such an endorsement may also diminish available insurance limits and implicate the new firm’s underwriting record.
Depending on the resulting experience,
and the market at the time, this conceivably could render the hiring firm ineligible for future malpractice coverage,

or affect its renewal premium.
In short, Hall suggests that the hiring
firm “should think long and hard before
agreeing” to obtain prior-acts coverage
for the lateral hire.
As lateral hiring becomes an increasingly accepted mechanism for
satisfying law firm’s staffing needs,
these issues will become more prevalent. Considering them in advance may
avoid costly stumbles during the lateral
dance. ■

This initial response letter will seek
much of the same information typically
sought in an initial set of interrogatories and
documents requests. It is in the plaintiff’s
best interest and it is the plaintiff’s duty to
provide this information as quickly as possible. Just as the defendant has a duty to conduct a reasonable investigation, the plaintiff
“has a reciprocal duty to be straightforward
and forthcoming in providing the information necessary to the defendant’s evaluation
of the case.” Beckwith v. Campbell, 2009
WL 4894463, *4 (2009) (quoting Parker
v. Davollo, 40 Mass. App. Ct. 394, 402 n.
9 (1996) (internal quotations omitted)).
Further, such a duty can be found in the requirement that the plaintiff reasonably identify the unfair act or practice complained of.
Simas v. House of Cabinets, Inc., 53 Mass.
App. Ct. 131, 139 (2001). If the plaintiff
refuses to cooperate, the plaintiff may be
unable to recover under c. 93A. Beckwith,
2009 WL at 4894463, *4.
In a product liability case, the plaintiff’s
medical condition is not only the most relevant evidence on damages, but it is also often
relevant to determining the manner in which
the accident occurred. A full description of
the injuries as well as medical documentation of these damages should be provided.
In addition, the plaintiff will be hard pressed
to support a claim for damages under c.
93A, let alone multiple damages, where she
failed to provide the defendant with an explanation of the product defect prior to requiring the defendant to tender a settlement
offer. Unlike the bare bones requirements of
notice pleading, the c. 93A demand letter
cannot rest simply on the boiler plate language found in most complaints. The extent
to which the plaintiff will have to provide
the details of the defect alleged will depend
upon the type of allegation being made.
However, Massachusetts’ courts have made
it clear that the plaintiff will have to provide
more than a statement that the product was

defective and unreasonably dangerous. See
Simpson v. Liberty Mut. Inc. Co., 1994 WL
879589, * 2-3 (1994).
The Massachusetts Appeals Court has
noted that “[t]here is no requirement that
the demand letter be accompanied by documentation or other proof of the assertions
therein made.” Whelihan v. Markowski, 37
Mass. App. Ct. 209, 214 (1994). However,
theWhelihan court was quick to point out
that, in that case, the defendant was not only
in a better position than usual to evaluate the
plaintiff’s claim because discovery in the
underlying negligence claim had been ongoing for almost a year, but that the defendant had nearly all of the information that it
ultimately obtained in the case. Id. at 214.
Thus, in some cases, the defendant may be
in a better position to evaluate the plaintiff’s
claim upon receipt of the demand letter and
then must consider what information may
already be available to it before dispatching
a request for information it already has.
In many cases, the negotiation process
between the plaintiff and defendant concerning additional information requests will
be extensive and necessitate multiple communications. As a result, it is extremely important for the defendant to ensure that all
requests for information are documented.
For example, if the plaintiff verbally refuses
to provide certain information necessary to
investigate the claim, the defendant should
confirm the conversation in writing. Time
constraints will be especially problematic if
plaintiff’s counsel will not grant the courtesy of an extension and any such denial
of a reasonable extension of time should
be documented. The defendant’s primary
concern throughout this process is to create
a documented record of its reasonable and
diligent investigation of the plaintiff’s allegations and the subsequent tender of settlement or denial. This documentation will assist the defendant in showing the fact finder
at a future c. 93A hearing, presumably after

losing the underlying case in front of a jury,
that it acted in good faith during the pre-suit
demand letter phase.

Responding to Chapter 93a
Continued from page 16
The defendant can obtain official reports from the police and fire department,
but cannot obtain the plaintiff’s medical information without her consent. Moreover,
the product at issue and any other relevant
physical evidence may be in the exclusive
control of the plaintiff. And, the percipient
witnesses to the accident are often members
of the plaintiff’s family, co-workers or the
plaintiff’s friends who will not speak with
the defendant’s representatives without the
plaintiff’s permission. Thus, the product liability defendant and/or its insurer which
has a duty to investigate the claim, does not
have access to the evidence which can provide the most complete understanding of the
claim at the pre-suit stage. Therefore, as an
initial matter, upon receipt of the demand
letter, defense counsel should contact plaintiff’s counsel to request an extension of time
to investigate and to ask for the information
needed to assess the demand. Any extension
granted should be confirmed by letter and
that initial letter should request the information needed to conduct the investigation.
All of these exchanges should be in writing
so that, later, the court will have objective
proof that the defendant acted reasonably
and complied with the duty to investigate.

Information Request
Letter
While there is no exact science as to
what should be included in the defendant’s
initial request letter, the written request
should inform plaintiff’s counsel that the
defendant requires additional information in
order to respond adequately and appropriately to the demand letter. This letter should
include specific requests for information
such as:
• A preliminary examination of the product at issue;
• A specific explanation of the precise
manner in which the product was defective and how it caused the plaintiff’s accident and/or injuries;
• Any expert reports regarding the defective condition of the product at issue;
• Any testing or investigation the plaintiff’s retained expert has performed including any alteration of the evidence;
• Documentation regarding the ownership
of the product including all invoices,
owner’s manuals and warranty materials
which came with the product;
• Documents concerning repair and maintenance work performed on the product
and a description of all such work to the
extent that the plaintiff knows this information;
• Documentation of the plaintiff’s claimed
damages including any lost wages, medical expenses or other losses;
• Plaintiff’s complete medical records
and any photographs of the injuries; The
names and addresses of any witnesses to
the accident;
• A complete explanation of how the accident happened; and
• Any police reports or other official reports regarding the accident.

The Final Response
Ultimately, the defendant/insurer will either have to make an offer or deny the claim.
This response should be made in writing and
should specifically identify what steps were
taken during the investigation. If the defendant has requested information which was
not provided, the letter should set forth each
such instance and explain the importance of
the information not provided. Further, the
letter should outline all evidence available
to the defendant, all evidence which was not
available to the defendant and what conclusions may be drawn from the existence of,
or lack of, that evidence. The goal of this
letter is to convince the fact finder, in the
event that the defendant is ultimately found
liable for breach of warranty, that the offer,
or lack thereof, was reasonable based upon
the information available to the defendant,
at the time, after a duly diligent investigation. Summary denials are unlikely to accomplish this goal.
A defendant who has undertaken a thorough investigation will be in a better position approaching trial. There is nothing
more frustrating than having to settle a case
where liability is tenuous, simply out of fear
of a multiple damage award because either
no response, or an unreasonable response
was made to the demand letter. In addition,
a full investigation and good faith negotiation may obviate the need to litigate the case
at all. The plaintiff may be convinced that
the case is not worth pursuing or the negotiations may result in a settlement that is satisfactory to both sides because the litigation
costs pre-suit are minimal. Ultimately, the
interests of justice as well as the parties are
well served if the demand letter process is
treated seriously by both sides and not simply as a “fruitless ceremony.” ■
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